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One for the ROD, from retail operations
director Ian Elkins.
In this monWs journal, you can read about our family value
campaign, including ttie Back to School range. Attracting
families is crucial to us - we are try ing to cater for every
customer and families are a huge segment.
As well as the campaign, we've launched a new
Savacentre format at Northfield in Birmingham - in an area
where families are a big part of the customer base. The
Savacentre name is ideal, as it communicates "affordable
value", and we believe there are about 90 stores in our
estate where this idea could work, if trials are successful.
The launch of the new Nectar loyalty scheme is also big
news. This is a really exciting move, and our link with the
other three big players involved - BP, Debenhams and
Barclaycard - gives us a unique opportunity to offer real
value to our customers.
It's really important we all get behind the launch and
make customers aware that there's no need to cash in all
their Reward points. They'II all be transferred to the new
Nectar accounts. You'll be hearing a lot more about Nectar
shortly.
Also in this issue, you can read about the latest Group
staff council meeting. I believe the GSC is a great forum where representatives can give the views and concerns of
colleagues straight to the board, making sure the decisionmakers get to know what's being said on the shop floor
You have a representative who can talk directly to Peter
Davis and the rest of the board, and I'd really encourage you
to raise any issues you have with your rep.
The council is supported by a system of local staff
councils. I've seen great results from store staff councils. I
think they're the best tool there is for communicating with
colleagues and, in stores where they work well - you can see
the difference in Talkback scores.
We've seen a huge change in the company over the last
two years and we always value what all colleagues in the
business have to say.
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Stepping into tlie boss's shoes this month - and
tackling stress - is Roselynn Smart, code controller
at Dundee
WHAT A CARD...
L-R: Ian Conn,
group vice
president, BP;
Belinda Earl, chief
executive,
Debenhams; Keith
Mills, chairman.
Loyalty
Management UK;
Peter Davis, group
chief executive,
Sainsbury'sand
Gary Hoffman,
chief executive,
Barclaycardatthe
launch of Nectar.

coming soon - the
UK's biggest-ever

loyalty programme
SAINSBURY'S HAS joined forces
with Barclaycard, Debenhams and
BP to create a revolutionary loyalty
programme. Further companies will
join the programme later as it
develops. Nectar is expected to sign
up 50 per cent of all UK households,
making it the largest and most
comprehensive loyalty programme
theUKhaseverseen.
The new programme, called
Nectar, will beavailableto
customers from the autumn,
offeringthem unrivalled ability to
collect points from more than 1,800
Sainsbury's, Debenhams and BP
outletsand over 22 million placesto
collect points with Barclaycard or
Sainsbury's Visa Card. With just one
card, customers will be able to
collect points from all outlets. Points
collected on the Nectar card will be
exchangeable for more than 1,000
great rewards such as flights,
holidays, family days out, grocery
shopping, merchandise, restaurant
meals, and cinema tickets.
Customers will be able to transfer all
their Reward points to Nectar points

Nectar goes on the road
store managers and Nectar in-store champions
are invited to a series of roadstiows in August
wliere they'll learn more about Nectar.
6 August
12 August
14 August
20 and 21 August

Reebok Stadium, Bolton
Cheltenham racecourse
Villa Park, Aston Villa
Ascot racecourse

benefits of
Nectar
I it provides valuable
information about ways to
encourage customers to
spend more money at
Sainsbury's
I its customer data helps
Sainsbury's offer customers
more of what they want, when
and where they want it
and the process is simple.
A lot of preparation is going on in
readiness for the launch of Nectar.
Approximately 30 million cards are
being produced - one of the biggest ever
manufacturing runs. Sixteen million
registration packs are being produced
and the largest ever processing facility
for processing forms has been put in
place especially for Nectar. And to get
the message across to customers, a
colossal amount of advertising (as much
as the National Lottery launch) is being
planned. As you can see, Nectar will be
one of the biggest launches for a long
time.
The new programme is simple to
understand and the process for
customers transferring to Nectar is
simple. Preparation for store colleagues
has already started with a series of
roadshows for store managers and
champions. Further communications
will continue with training sessions for
all store colleagues.

The effects of stress on organisations don't make for happy
reading. The penalties are substantial - 80 million working days
are lost each year, costing industry billions of pounds.
People become inefficient as a result of stress. They keep
poor time and have relationship problems with colleagues and
management. In addition, there is a higher staff turnover, which
involves more training and recruitment costs.
Ignoring stress can lead to serious illnesses such as ulcers
and hypertension and, in a small minority, "burn out".
I would run stress-management workshops to help
colleagues recognise they themselves have a high degree of
control over certain situations, as well as introducing
techniques to help them understand that stress is not the
"situation" but the "reaction".
The workshops would cover three areas - what is stress and
how to recognise it; how stress can effect your personality type
and changes in your lifestyle to reduce stress.
Using time-management sheets is a realistic starting point.
These enable colleagues to identify poor planning - one of the
major causes of stress.
Perhaps colleagues could exchange ideas and discuss their
findings. After all, a problem shared is a problem halved.
Lunchtimes could become a time to indulge in relaxation. I
would set aside a quiet area where colleagues can enjoy a facial,
use a foot spa, practise yoga or unwind with calming music.
They would go back to work feeling revitalised.
I'm sure stress-management workshops would be
welcomed and could keep us one step ahead of our
competitors. Focusing on colleagues would complete the chain
of happy colleagues and customers, bringing increased profits
and making life taste better for all connected
with Sainsbury's.
I would also introduce "job busters" two fully flexi colleagues who would be •^
multi-skilled and could cover holiday
relief and absences on any of the
departments in-store. This would
involve a lot of training initially, but the
results would be worth it, since labourmatching would become more
effective. How good it would be to be
able to call on the job busters to
help with the
variabledaily •'
needs
withina
store,
'i

If you want to be boss, jot down what you'd
do if you were in charge for a day and send
it to the journal, J Sainsbury pic, Internal
Communications, 33 Hoiborn, London, EC1N,
If you agree or disagree with this month's boss,
let the journal know, using the contact details.
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testing

check out

times

the new

checkout
STANWAY AND Hammersmith colleagues
are getting to grips witti new computers and
a new checkout system (known to most
people as repos).
But there's a lot more to it than repos.
repos is just part of Store Systems Releasel a major computer overhaul that will bring
state-of-the-art systems to every store by
the autumn.
And repos is part of Sainsbury's threeyeartransformation programme to renewall
systems.
Three weeks after Stanway adopted the
new system, site co-ordinator Tracey
Mulchansingh told the journal how the store
coped with the changeover. "There have
been a few teething problems, but that
comes with being a pilot store," she said. "It's
settling down now and there are definitely
more pros than cons."
Checkout colleagues now have a
computer screen instead of a keyboard and
Tracey thinks that should help cut down on
double scanning, as they will be able to see
the details of every item as it is scanned.
"We've got a superb team here at
Stanway and everyone thinks it's brilliant,"
she said. "There have been a few hiccups but
it's a privilege to be the first store to use the
new technology."

what is Store Systems Release 1?
repos

a new system for point of sale
(checkouts, cash office, back office,
PFS and fast track)

desktop

replace all store computers and
give access to Word, Excel and
Outlook e-mail system

customer contact a process to improve customer
management
contact across the whole business
infrastructure

new servers and other technical
upgrades to increase capacity and
enable future web-based systems.

J
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OPEN HOUSE
ATHOLBORN
Sainsbury's
Business Centre
atHolbornisone
of 500 buildings
opening their
doors in London's
biggest
architectural
festival on 21 and
22 September.
During London
Open House
weekend, the
atrium and main
reception of the
Business Centre
will be open for
visitors to get the
feel of the scale
and design quality
of the site.
For more
information, visit
www.londonopen
house.org

TRANSPORT MINISTER John Spellar stopped off at
Sainsbury's Charlton depot in June to find out firsthand how transport issues affect the Group's supply
chain.
Spellar met with Group chief executive Peter
Davis and supply chain director Martin White back in
February to discuss the challenges that the company
faces and what Government can do to resolve them.
The tour, led by Martin White and depot manager
Dave Jacobs, helped the Minister understand the
flow of goods - from depot to store. The day rounded
off with an introduction to the gas-powered lorries
and solar-powered refrigeration trailers currently on
trial.
Public affairs manager Emma Cerrone said: "The
visit was part of the company's ongoing efforts to
build relationships with Ministers in relevant
government departments. Making sure our
transport networks operate smoothly is really
important to deli ver business growth."

ON TOUR...
Above: John Spellar
(right) is given a tour
of the depot by
director of supply
chain Martin White
(left) and operations
manager Martin
Wilkinson.
Right: John Spellar
(left) talks business
with Martin White

SAiNSBURY'S NEW Thai Chicken
Noodles now have added bite, its
Roasted Vegetable Jacket Potato
is cheesier than ever, and feta in
the Farafelle-Cherry Tomato and
Feta Snackpot is now even
chunkier - and it's all thanks to
Holborn colleagues.
Colleagues are getting an
opportunity to comment about the
company's products as part of an
initiative launched in December,
which invites people to test, and
provide feedback on new products,
via the intranet.
Senior customer insights
research executive, Sarah Blake,
is overseeing the project. She said:
"This testing is a valuable exercise
- it enables us to provide further
feedback which is more robust and
allows for improvements to be
made to products before they are
launched. This helps ensure that
we launch top quality products,
that our customers will like."
The department is currently
assessing whether the programme
can be extended to colleagues in
stores, depots and at other sites
suchasStreatham.
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you could save
up to 25%
pick up a leaflet In store now
www.sainsburysbank.co.uk

Sainsbury'sBank

cover your car

for less
FANTASTIC COVER costs less than
you think with Sainsbury's Bank's
new car Insurance.
And It's certainly a bargain customers could make significant
savings just by switching their car
insurance to Sainsbury's Bank.
But that's not all. The bank's
latest product launch is set to be
even more of a bargain for
colleagues - there's an extra ten per
cent off the quoted price for
colleagues.
"This new product is a real
challenge to the market," said
Sainsbury's Bank's Ian Attwood.
"In fact, we're so confident, we've
set ourselves the steep target of
attracting over 50,000 new
customers within the first six
months. We'll need help from store
colleagues to achieve that, so don't
forget to promote the offer instore."
At the launch in July, colleagues
at 300 stores had a starring rote in
the promotion by encouraging
customers to enter a prize draw for
the chance to win a new Mazda
MX5.
For more information, or a quote
for your car insurance, call 0800
032 0000, and don't forget to have
your employee number to hand in
order to qualify for that ten per cent
discount.
Look out for a competition in the
next issue of the journal when ten
lucky colleagues will win free car
insurance for a year.

bites
REINVIGORATION
ROLL-OUT
CONTINUES
Eight newlyreinviqorated
stores will open in
August at
Stratford, West
Wickham,
Kempshott,
Crayford, Exeter,
Guildford,
Kidderminster and
Woking. In
addition, new
stores open at
Manchester
Piccadilly and
Ashton Moss.

THE ANIMALS at Drusilla's Zoo Park
are certainly well fed. The zoo receives
out-of-date fruit and vegetables from
the Hannpden Park, Eastbourne store
everyday.
Zoo manager Sue Woodgate
regularly drives the zoo's Land Rover
to the store's warehouse to pick up any
left-over fruit and vegetables. Each
species has its own special diet and
the keepers prepare balanced meals
once they see what's on that day's
menu.
It costs the company millions of
pounds to dispose of store waste so
food donation is the ideal way to keep
waste to a minimum. Community
resources manager Martin Bowden
said: "We're always working to find

come

dancing
CUSTOMERS CAROLINE and Alan Massey
had a lifelong dream - to dance down the aisles
of a Sainsbury's store.
The couple wrote to Jim'll Fix It 20 years ago - but
Jim didn't fix it for them. Now their dream has come
true, thanks to Ant and Dec and their Saturday Night
Takeaway programme on ITV.
Each week, Ant and Dec take over where Jim
left off and that's why the New Cross Gate store
played host to Alan and Caroline (sporting a rose
between her teeth) in addition to the ITV film crew.
And the store's customer service assistant Bill
Collier showed a hidden talent. He's a qualified dance
teacher who was able to show the couple a few nifty
manoeuvres!

new ways of cutting down and
recycling the waste that ends up in
Sainsbury's rubbish bins. One of the
ways we are doing this is simply giving
it away!
"Some of the food we have had to
throw away has passed its displayuntil date. We know this food is past its
best but quite a lot of fruit and
vegetables are still perfectly
edible. We're always
looking for suitable
charities for food
donation-and
Drusilla's Zoo
Park is ideal for
Hampden
Park's surplus
fruit and veg."

DINNERTIME..
Head keeper
Jangle Craig
feeds the ring
tailed coati.

news

oarsome!
COLLEAGUES AT Drumchapel raised
£2,500 for Bobath Scotland from a Dragon
Boat race on Locfi Lomond - and now tfie
charity is an extra £500 better off thanks to
the Local Heroes scheme.
It was the first time the team - dubbed
the Sainsbury's Sixties Sensations - had
taken part in Scotland's wildest regatta and
they decided to do it with style. That's why
theyturnedupatthe bonny banksdressed in
bubble wigs, flares and plenty of flower
power
And it certainly paid off - our heroes won
the best-dressed team award and received
£20 of salon and store vouchers each.
Sadly, they weren't so lucky in the actual
race. Personnel and training manager Kirsty
Hervey explained: "During the last race we
got so excited that we weren't coming last
that a couple of the lads stood up - and we
capsized. We were soaked!"
The 16-strong crew was up against 29 of
Scotland's finest (and not-so-fine) rowers all competing for the coveted trophy and
raising money for Bobath Scotland at the
sametime.
Drumchapel colleagues have helped
raise money for Bobath Scotland before, so
they knew the charity was a worthy cause.
Bobath therapy is an effective treatment
that can transform the lives of children with

face of Tesco in
Sainsbury's
ACTRESS PRUNELLA Scales, who plays
Tesco's "annoying mother" character Dotty
Turnbull in its advertising, has been spotted
shopping in Sainsbury's Warwick store.
Eagle-eyed colleagues contacted the
media centre and the story was taken up by
Nigel Dempster in the Daily Mail.
Prunella was served by Di Davies, who
said: "We sometimes get celebrities in here.
Prunella Scales walked up to my checkout. I
didn't expect to see her in Sainsbury'sl"
If you spot a celebrity in your store, e-mail
jon.carpenter® sainsburys.co.uk. You never
know - your store could see its name in lights!
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Aberdeen
Ina goes to

Chelsea

cerebral palsy and their families.
"The centre is just ten minutes away
from our store so we help them out
whenever we can," said Kirsty "When they
invited us to enter the Dragon Boat
Challenge, wejumped at the chance."

don't forget
If a team from your store has
raised money for charity at any
time since last October, you can
add £500 to that total-just by
applying to Local Heroes. Ask
your PTM for an application
form or contact the community
affairs department on 020
7695 7390. And why not try
your hand at the strapline
competition? Just write an
eight-word strapline for next
year's Local Heroes scheme
and you could add £5,000 to
your charity's coffers.

top sellers
CONGRATULATIONS TO
Blackheath colleagues - the store
came top of the personal loans
league in period 13.
Sainsbury's Bank chief
executive Tim Pile visited
Blackheath to congratulate the
checkout team in person. He
presented Sarah Darby, Chris Smith,
Silvia Burton and Helen Baker with
two bottles of champagne in
recognition of their hard work and
outstanding achievement in
promoting Sainsbury's Bank.
The bank is currently achieving
outstanding growth.

FLOWER POWER...
Ina,her husband
James (left) and
general manager
Tony Sullivan, show
off Sainsbury's sixth
consecutive gold
medal at this year's
Chelsea Flower Show.

INA DOUGLAS, floral sales
assistant from Aberdeen had her
dream come true when she was a
VIP guest at the Chelsea Flower
Show.
The trip was a reward for Ina's
hard work and dedication. In the
past year, she has achieved top
floral sales figures throughout all
of Sainsbury's 460 stores.
Ina has worked at Sainsbury's
for over five years. Her passion for
flowers, combined with her
beautiful floral displays, have
meant she has consistently
achieved top sales figures.
Ina's visit was reported in local
media including The Scotsman and
The Aberdeen Press and Journal.
Sainsbury's won its sixth
consecutive gold medal at the
Chelsea Flower Show for the
design, quality and freshness of the
flowers, fruit and vegetables on its
UK horticulture exhibit.
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Sainsbury's is proud to be supporting Comic Relief througiiout
this year, leading up to Red Nose Day on 14 March, 2003...

Sainsbury's is aiming to take fun
to new heigtits and nnake Comic
Relief2003 bigger and bettersurpassing last year's achievement
of £5m for Red Nose Day. That's the
largest-ever corporate donation to
Comic Relief.
It was also a great success for the
company with a positive impact on
sales, customer visits, profit, market
share and morale as colleagues all
went wacky in the name of charity.
Once again Sainsbury's will be the
official retailer selling Red Nose
merchandise in February and March
2003, with the aim of offering a
bigger range of on-pack donations
and strong Red Nose-related offers.
And this year, Sainsbury's is starting
earlier than ever before by working
with Comic Relief from now until Red
Nose Day.
Several Sainsbury's colleagues
got closer to the cause when they
were invited to join an official Comic
Relief visit to South Africa in
February to see how Sainsbury's
money has been used since Red Nose
Day 2001.
Senior brand manager Alison
MacKellar, who worked on Red Nose
Day last year, and Cromwell Road's
store manager Stuart Townsend
travelled with Comic Relief
brand managerClare
Goucher, whowillbe
co-ordinating
Sainsbury's
Comic Relief
2003 campaign
Says Clare:

"We saw Comic Relief money at work
in a programme which works to keep
young people away from violent
gangs and a life of crime. Violent
crime in South Africa is a serious
issue and we met some teenage
boys whose lives had been
dramatically changed as a result of
the mentoring and counselling
programme.
"The money raised for Comic
Relief does so much good
both in the UK and
abroad-we
ecidedtogive
Comic Relief
2003 a real
boost with a
programme of

fundraising events throughout the
year.
"Each region will have a Comic
Relief champion who will receive full
briefings of events, and then spread
the word and whip up enthusiasm. It
will be interesting to see which
region raises the most money!"
The seasonal events will focus on:
• August/September 2002: Back to
school - why not get sponsored to
climb back into school uniform,
organise a school disco, and have
traditional school dinners?
• October/November 2002:
Halloween and Bonfire Night fundraising suggestions include face
painting, sponsored apple bobbing
and guess the weight of the pumpkin.

• January 2003:
New Year's
Resolutions-why
not do a sponsored
slim/fitness/notking(the
possibilities are endless!)?
March 2003: Build up to Red
Nose Day with full-scale fundraising
activities. Look out for more
information nearerthetime.
Richard Curtis, one of Comic
Relief's founders, said: "Comic Relief
is utterly delighted to have
Sainsbury's on board again this year.
If my old friend Blackadder were still
alive, he'd say that we are as happy
as Mr Jubilant Happiness, the winner
of this year's Happiest Human
Competition. With the commitment
and enthusiasm of Sainsbury'sand
all their cunning plans for in-store
and colleague fundraising events,
I'm confident that 2003 is going to be
another phenomenal yearof
fundraising that will do untold good
for thousands of people both in
Africa and here at home in the UK."

Top: Cromwell Road's store manager
Stuart Townsend sits with a member of
the Housing Association In Cape Town,
South Africa which is supported by Comic
Relief. The community collectively saves
money to build houses and Is trained to
design and build their own
accommodation.
Above: Three young members of the
programme In Jamestown which works to
keep young people away from violent
gangs and a life of crime.
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QUICK SHOP...
Busy customers can buy
convenience-style
products without going
round the store.
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at Hazel Grove,
Manchester has been
designed by customers
forcustonners.
Sainsbury's asked 20 regular
shoppers of different ages and
lifestyles to draw their ideal
supermarket. The result, seven
months later, is a new 40,000 sq ft
store with technology and services
never seen in the UK before, with
new colleague roles created to
deliver a step change in customer
service.
The supermarket offers seven
different ways to shop, from
personal shoppers to a Sainsbury's
to You "pick up" service, and even a
vending machine offering fresh
items so customers needn't panic
when they have run out of milk and
the store is closed.
Customers told Sainsbury's
that, depending on mood and
circumstances, they wanted

coftstantlf
yshingatthe
oyndaries of
'ypermarketinf"

iJ

C

CHILD-SPLAY
The Kid's Zone
jwas^d^signed by
the London
Science Museum.
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three things - to be able to get in
and out quickly, browse and be
inspired, and a more entertaining
environment for the family.
Hazel Grove is the brainchild of
the future stores project team,
which is committed to researching,
developing, testing and evaluating
new store ideas. Once the team
has had a chance to evaluate
the success of Hazel Grove, you
might see some of these initiatives
in the Sainsbury's store of the
future.

way to shoi^
interaction they receive in-store.
We endeavour to offer ultimate
service to every customer who
comes into the smart park car park
and it's a challenge you see
every colleague working hard to
achieve. Everyone notices the buzz

of teamwork across all
departments and everyone is
passionate about the product.
"We've got a friendly
atmosphere in a large supermarket
and it's the colleagues who
noticeably make that difference."

"Our most important research
method is listening to customers,"
says Diana Hunter, senior manager
of future stores. "They told us they
like to have a choice in how they
shop, depending on whether
they're in a hurry, shopping with
• the kids or needing inspiration and Hazel Grove allows them to do
all that in one store."
For the colleagues who work
there. Hazel Grove is a great place
to work. Customer experience
manager, Laura Davies, tells the
journal: "Here at Hazel Grove,
we're aware that we are constantly
ling at the boundaries in
.rmarketing. There's so much
Is new and exciting here, such
Irsonal shopper, and
isbury's to You pick up trial.
"Customers are'wowed'not
"^•^by the new technology but
™..^v. by the personal and tailored

seven ways to shop at
Hazel Grove
personal shoppers - customers can relax while someone else
does all the hard work
easy checkout - a dedicated colleague will process and pack
shopping at the checkout
the Kid's Zone - three fun and interactive exhibits designed
by the London Science Museum
priority parking spaces - sensors keep track of every car
entering the mother and baby, and disabled spaces allowing
colleagues to help customers
Sainsbury's to You pick-up point - customers can pick up
their Internet shopping at a pre-arranged time at the store
guick shop - an area with its own entrance and a range of
convenience-style products for people in a hurry
new-style cafe with Internet access - the place to relax, chill
out, check e-mails or catch up on the football scores.

news

Sainsbury's
gets the

pick of
the crop
A NEW recruitment and selection
process for hourly-paid store
colleagues has been launched,
helping new colleagues focus on
delivering great service.
This focus begins before the
candidate has even applied for the
job - a guick questionnaire helps
them decide whether working at
Sainsbury's is right for them. And it
doesn't stop there. Candidates who
go forward to an interview get a
chance to find out what working at
Sainsbury's is like, helping them and
Sainsbury's make the right
recruitment decision. To support the
launch a new training course has
been written for interviewers to
ensure Sainbury's gets the pick of
the crop.
The next step of the new
recruitment and selection process is
currently being trialled.
Coleraine in Northern Ireland
has been using the new
process for a few
months. Personnel and
training manager
ShaunaduPreezthinks
it will help Sainsbury's
find the right people to
deliver great service. "The
interview is much more
realistic for the candidates
- it gives them the chance to
find out if they would like
working with us," she said.
"And the new Shop Stars
exercise will be fantastic for
store openings, especially as
we're expanding in Northern
Ireland."
Senior HR project
consultant Sarah Peters told the
journal: "The new selection
toolkit enables us to respond
effectively to the diverse labour
market we operate in. This level of
sophistication really sets us apart
from our competitors.
"Another point of difference is
that our colleagues wrote our
selection tools.
"The new process is a good way
to ensure we are employing the right
people. We envisage fewer
unsuitable candidates applying to
work with us and in the longer term,
we're expecting to see reduced
turnover, better colleague
performance and improved mystery
shopper ratings - and that's good
news for everyone."

bites
PHARMACIES GO
FARANDWIDE
Sainsbury's 100th
pharmacy opened
atHarroqateonIZ
July.
In addition,
Sainsbury's first
pharmacy in
Northern Ireland
opens at Ballymena
on 19 August. It will
be Northern
Ireland's first
multiple-owned
supermarket
pharmacy
providing
pharmacy services
late into the
evening and on
Sundays, too.

THERE ARE18 new faces at Holborn - second-year university students taking
time out of their summer holidays to join Sainsbury's graduate vacation
scheme.
It's good for the students and for Sainsbury's. The students get valuable
work experience-and pay-during their holidays, and Sainsbury's gets a pool
of talented people who could well prove to be the colleagues of the future.
"They get to know us and we get to know them," said graduate support
manager Helen Mitchell. "Every student gets the chance to get their teeth into
a real business project so managers are able to assess their development
during the weeks they spend in the
business. This year, the students
are taking up placements in
finance, trading and quality and
innovation."
Claire Loughton joined the
finance scheme in 1998 and hasn't
looked back since. "I was studying
geography at the time but I wasn't
even sure if I wanted to work in
finance and I certainly didn't want
to work in London," she said. But
working at Sainsbury's changed
her preconceptions.
"The people were so friendly
and welcoming and I found that
finance wasn't anything like the
stuffy career I had imagined," she
said. "It's certainly not numbercrunching -1 got out into the
business and discovered there's a
^
lot going on behind the
, 1 , ^ ^ ^ scenes to get those cans on
^ i H r shelves. It really helped
me get a broad
awareness of the
business."

shop stars
HARRINGAY COLLEAGUES are set to become stars of a new
recruitment campaign for Sainsbury's.
Next time Susan Waldram, Chantel Thorpe, Janet Hassan
Darwesh, Drew Costi and Keith Creber open their local paper,
they could find their own faces staring back.
"We needed a portfolio of recruitment adverts to show new
colleagues that working at Sainsbury's is a starring role,"
explained field recruitment consultant Greg Brown. "This is a
ground-breaking initiative pushing the faster, simpler, together
message to a huge target audience. We hope these adverts will
fire the imagination of future colleagues."
"It was good fun - once we'd got
over our nerves," said Chantel
Thorpe, Harringay's trainee petrol
filling station manager. "The finished
ad is called Shop Idol and it shows
the enthusiasm and passion you
need to work on the deli counter."
The "contestants" had to sing
and dance and that really helped
break the ice. "It was very good - and
very funny but I don't think anyone
would pay to hear me sing," laughed
greeter Keith Creber.
So next time you see an ad for
new colleagues in your local paper,
spare a thought for the Harringay
team.
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with Blue Parrot Caw
On top of its Back to School offer, Sainsbury's
is making food learning fun through its Taste
of Success scheme. Company nutritionist
Gill Fine explains.
Sarah Richards, Sainsbury's
nutritionist, and I have been
responsible for developing the
Sainsbury's Taste of Success
scheme. This unique scheme is a
joint initiative between Sainsbury's,
the British Nutrition Foundation
(BNF) and The Design & Technology
association (DATA) -two highly
respected organisations which are
experts in food education. There are
three parts to the scheme:
• food awards
• a web site featuring case studies
on selected Sainsbury's food
products
• teacher sessions run by the
Sainsbury's in-store food advisor
service.
The food awards were launched
in September 2000 to reward pupils
aged 10-14 who achieved a high

standard in practical food work as
part of their food technology lesson
in school. To date, over 30,000
pupils throughout the UK have
received a gold, silver or bronze
award and the scheme has been
welcomed by the Government as
providing excellent support for food
education in school.
Based on the success of the
secondary scheme, we launched a
primary food award scheme in
summer 2002 and expect it to prove
even more popular.
The secondary scheme has
already led to excellent links with
schools, including one with Mounts
Bay School in Cornwall which won
the Education in Business
Partnership Award for the southwest of England. We are keen to help
raise awareness of the excellent
food work that children carry out in
school and in August you will find
two recipe cards in-store that have
been created by pupils taking part in
the Taste of Success Scheme. They
were asked to

develop a product
that would
encourage
children to eat
more fruit and
vegetables. There
were some terrific
ideas and we felt
that the two
featured on the
recipe cards show
that healthier dishes can be easy to
make, fun to eat and, hopefully, will
encourage more children (and their
families) to enjoy making food at
home as well as in school. Let us
know what you think.
The web site features a case study
ofS/ueParrofCafejumbofish
fingers. Children can log on to the
site and learn all about the product's
development and manufacture. And
they can even get their questions
answered by an expert.
For more details about taste of
success visit www.j-sainsbury.co.uk/
tasteofsuccess

Blue Parrot Cafe
When Sainsbury's developed the
Blue Parrot Cafe range, parents
said they were concerned about
the quality of ingredients, the
amount of additives, the
nutritional value of foods their

COOKING UP A STORM...
Cooking was fun when children
came to the Food Centre to
learn about nutrition.

children ate and they wanted help in
making their children's eating habits
healthier.
The children told us they were
interested in the food they ate and
were keen to have food that was fun,
tasty and cool.
The 6/ue Parrot Cafe range has
grown over the past year but the
basic principles remain the same - a
range of food for children aged
seven-ten years that provides
improved ingredient quality,
restricted use of additives (no added
flavour enhancers, only natural
flavourings and limited use of
colours and preservatives), clear
controls on the amount of fat,
saturated fat, sugar and salt, as well
as encouraging the use of fruit and
vegetables.
This summer will see the range
extend still further - so watch out for
new products in-store (see page 15).

products

grab a bite with Food t o Go
LATEST RESEARCH reveals busy
workers are moving away from three
square meals a day to five small
meals or all-day grazing on snacks. In
fact, 88 per cent of adults snack
everyday.
And in response, Sainsbury's is
launching its first food range
developed entirely for these
customers and their variety of
moodsand personalities.
Eood to Go has been developed
following customer research, which
identified four personality traits:
• Emotional-thoselookingto
indulge themselves with feel-good
food including the chocolate Rocky
Road cake, or mood drinks such as
the immune system booster drink or
the stress less drink

• Health conscious-customers
seeking healthier, lower-fat
products, including the Japanese
Noodle Bowl and Carrot Crunchies
• Creatureofhabit-those tending
to stick with what they know best on
a daily basis - sandwiches, pasta,
yoghurts, fruit and crisps.
Sainsbury's has adapted many bestsellers into more portable and
convenient formats to better meet
the needs of such customers
• Monster appetite-these
customers need to fill a big hunger
gap with products such as the
cheese and bean

drink up
for the summer
WE ARE now well into the swing of summer
and, with its latest promotion, Sainsbury's Is
catering for all your drinking needs - from a
long drink in hot weather to BBQ party drinks
for everyone.
The Summer Drinks campaign, which runs until
3 September, highlights just how refreshing, easy
and versatile spirits can be during summer, simply
with the addition of mixers such as cranberry juice
and lemonade.
And in-store this season you'll find everything
you need to savour the summer, ranging from an
exclusive cocktail pitcher promotion featuring
leading spirits brands such as Pimm's, Gordon's
and Bacardi - to recipe cards and serving
suggestions in-store.
The promotion is being supported further by
various deep price cuts. Also look out for this
month's Sainsbury's Magazine for a double-page
spread on summer drinks.

mash or the jumbo-sized chocolate
or cheese and herb muffins.
Thirty per cent of people still
enjoy a hot meal at lunchtime, so as
well as the Food to Go hot
convenience range currently on
offer in selected stores, this
complementary range also includes
small portion lines such as Roasted
Vegetables and Pesto jacket potato.
All Day Breakfast Hotpot, soups, and
oriental snack pots.
Food to Go is exclusive to
Sainsbury's Locals, Centrals and
selected Sainsbury's petrol
forecourt stores.
FAVOURITE FOOD...
Try these Food to Go products: (I to r)
Mini Bagels, Cappuccino Croissant &
Pain Aux Raisin Twist and the Stress
Less Drink.

rf'^i^a*

Jane Curran, food
and drink editor of
Sainsbury's Magazine
piresustothink
seasonal fruit and veg
We're at the height of the season for fantastic
British produce.
And unlike in the old days, when food writers
would bang on about only eating English
strawberries in summer, they are now - thanks
to advanced growing techniques - full of flavour
from late April onwards. But an English summer
has strawberries written all over it.
Once you've gorged
- ^
yourself on Nigel Slater's
recipes (see the July issue of
Sainsbury's Magazine) with
strawberries, try them with
balsamic vinegar - weirdsounding, I know, but delicious.
I can heartily recommend
Belazu's balsamic, which is in
Special Selection (E9.99), but
you only need a drizzle. And
remember to take the
strawberries out of the fridge a
good hour before you need them the cold takes out all the flavour
and perfume.
July also sees the start of our short - but well
worth waiting for- English cherry season. I could
recommend a recipe, but frankly, just buy a bag
and scoff. What better way to increase your f ivea-day?
We've beans galore. Try blanching green
beans or mangetout until just tender, then
dressing while still warm with a mustardy
vinaigrette for a salad, perhaps with some feta
cheese crumbled in.
Courgettes will be plentiful and cheap, but
whatever you do, don't boil them - they just taste
of mush. Far better to grill, saute or roast - and
courgettes have a natural affinity with fresh
mintororegano.
And as the English tomato season gets into
full swing, eat them in salads, make pasta sauce
for the freezer, chutneys and relishes. Or simply
serve with TasfefheD/Yference buffalo
mozzarella and a drizzle of your best olive oil.
So, make the most of the summer season we'll be moaning about dark evenings before we
know it.
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a taste for
,^

Three off licence
managers
celebrated their
Taste for Wine
success in style
withavisittothe
Champagne
region in France.
It was Champagne and caviar all
the way for the phase three
winners of Taste for Wine's
incentive scheme when they visited
the world's most famous wine
region in France at the end of May.
The scheme - introduced to
incentivise colleagues to promote
Tasfe for Wine and boost sales runs in the 200 stores that
currently stock the offer.
So, off licence managers Roger
Griffiths from Shorehead in
Huddersfield, Paul Green from
Greenwich, and London Colney's
Lee Ibbotson found themselves
visiting three wine houses in the
Champagne region, just north-east
of Paris. Their two-day trip took in
the houses of Veuve Clicquot, Krug
and Canard Duchene, where they
learned the history of Champagne,
went on cellar tours and tasted the
base wines used in the production
of different Champagnes. They
were also treated to a magnificent
dinner where they tasted various
Champagnes which were matched
to different courses of the meal.
At Canard Duchene, Roger even
had the opportunity to open a
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bottle of Champagne the
traditional way - with a sabre!
The three were unanimous in
their praise of the trip. Says Paul:
"I can't describe how well we were
treated by the three wine houses.
It was absolutely fantastic!
"The trip was a wonderful
education for me. The knowledge I
gained of Champagne is probably
of diploma level."
And Lee agrees: "Though I have
sound knowledge in wines and
Champagnes, the cellar tours we
went on were a real eye-opener. I
went on a big learning curve as to
which Champagne should be
served with each course."
Stores are tiered into eight
groups based on sales and the one
in each group that increases its
sales of Tasfe for Wine most during
each phase - which can run from 12
to 16 weeks - receives a free case of
wine. In addition, the top store in
each of the three zones wins a trip
to one of the world's leading wine
regions.
Champagne was the first trip,
but it's certainly not the last. It was
followed by a trip to the Rioja

region in Spain and the current
phase, which includes three sixboxes and two 12-boxes and ends on
24 September, is offering the
winners the chance to win a ten-day
trip to Australia!

off licence manager
role a success
The Tasfe for Wine prize trips are an
incentive that all stores offering
the proposition can win. The fact
that Roger, Paul and Lee are all off
licence managers simply proves
how well that role is working. At
present there are 60 off licence
managers in place from Plymouth
to Tunbridge Wells, and Belfast to
Aberdeen.
Off licence managers were
introduced into stores in February
2001. Director of wine Allan
Cheesman explains why: "We
needed to set ourselves apart from

the competitionand give
customers what
they wanted,
which wasan
individual, on
site,with
\
authoritative
I
knowledge on the •
products and
subject matter."
The managers
have been placed in
stores where the
demographics fit. Allot
them have passed the
industry-leading Wines
And Spirits Education
Trust (WSET) examinations
and invariably have the
Higher WSET orthe Diploma.
The off licence managers
promote wines and spirits within
the locality, and have already

"The Taste for Wine prize trips
are an incentive that all stores
offering the proposition can win"

top tips
If you want the chance to
win a Taste for Wine trip,
follow some of these tips
fronn the Champagne
winners.
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WINE WINNERS...
Top-Leelbbotson
(left) and Paul
Green learn more
In the cellar, before
joining Roger
Griffiths (middle
right) In the
sampling room.

what is Taste
for Wine?
7
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conducted
nearly 70 wine
fairs, tastings
and
presentations to
more tlian 6,500
customers.
Says Allan:
"Clearly, off
licence managers
have moved the
beers, wines and
spirits business on
to a different level,
and created superb
customer service.
"We've had a raft of
very positive letters from
groups we've presented to
- from the BBC newsroom
to Harrogate Wine Guild!"
He concludes: "Both
the 7asfe for Wine and off
licence manager projects have
'•1 proved hugely popular with
customers and our mystery
shopper scores are tremendous.
Stores that have got behind Tasfe
for Wine have seen spectacular
uplifts in sales, and those with off
licence managers, even more so."

Says director of wine Allan
Cheesman: "Taste for Wine is now
100 per cent owned by Sainsbury's
and integrated into our direct
mari^eting business. The Oddbins
name is licensed for our use and
we have access to its range. This
gives us a superb opportunity to
offer first-class wine selections to
our customers via in-store,
Sainsbury's to You and home
delivery."

f

Lee Ibbotson, London Colney
"It's not just about having one or
two colleagues with the relevant
knowledge. When I got back from
jthe Champagne trip I shared what
[I'd learned with key colleagues.
"Approach customers who are
buying six or seven bottles of wine
land point out the savings on Tasfe
for liV/ne cases. They often buy
them in addition to the bottles
they've already chosen.

Tasfe for Wine is a unigue direct-toconsumer wine proposition giving
customers the chance to buy a mix
of quality wines from both
Sainsbury's and Oddbins. The offer
is available via on-line, mail order
and in-store pre-mixed cases.
It was launched in February 2001
and is now available in 200 stores.

The range consists of premium
wines in the £4-plus sector sold by
the caseand includes newand
exclusive wines from around the
world.
To create a rolling offer and
generate more interest in Tasfe for
Wine, the range also changes after
each phase.
Customers can place an order via
the Tasfe for Wine call centre on
0800 917 4092 and have it delivered
to their door There is also an on-line
ordering facility via
www.sainsburystoyou.co.uk.

for and the traditions of each
product with the customer, then
it's easier to sell them.
"Make your displays big, bold
and in-your-face. If customers
see the savings, they'll buy It. Get
your product out and create
second location capacity, but keep
a close eye on it and let stock run
down as you near the end of each
phase."

ul Green, Greenwich
"I'd say the main thing you have
to have is a passion for the
product. If you don't understand
the wine then you're not going to
sell it. So taste them yourself and
know how to talk about them to
customers.
"The off licence managers keep
in contact regularly and this open
communication is fantastic."

Roger Griffiths, Shorehead,
Huddersfield
"You need to be flamboyant with
your customer tastings. If a
customer looks like they might be
interested in buying a case, then I'm
quite happy to open a bottle there
and then for them to taste.
"You also need to take your
product to the customer. You've got
to maximise secondary siting
opportunities - we have several
displays around the store."
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placing 1
offering the quality customers
demand.
Sainsbury's is confident that by
targeting the products which matter
to families-the essential purchases
for a weekly shop - its approach will
result in a successful campaign.
Prices have been cut on at least
4,000 products, including key family
lines. GabrielleStevens, brand
manager for Family Value, explains:
"Customers on a budget tend to
judge the value of a retailer on the
total expense of their shopping,
rather than comparing the prices of

The Family Value
campaign, which
kicked off on
24 July, gives
customers more
than theyexpect
fortheir money.
Sainsbury's is strongly associated
with quality - it's what the brand is
best known for - but also has to
ensure that customers know it's
competitive on price too.
This summer, a massive eightweek campaign promotes Family
Value. The promotion aims to attract
more family shoppers by featuring
price cuts and promotions on a
range of Sainsbury's and
branded products, and a relaunched Low Price range
(see below), while still

k
low down on low price
Sainsbury's Economy brand was re-launched in July, with a new name
and a new look. Now called Low Price, the brand has been repackaged in
a bold red and white livery - colours traditionally associated with value.
Says Helen Lamb, Low Price brand manager: "The new name
communicates a value-for-money range, but this is not at the expense
of Sainsbury's product integrity.
"We know that a wide variety of customers buy into the range. These
are canny shoppers who want to get the best value out of Sainsbury's,
and are not simply people who are watching the pennies.
"It's really important that we have a complete offer to meet the
reguirements of all our customers on all occasions. Low Price plays a
vital role in offering customers the choice to buy a lowest-priced
alternative, across a wide range of everyday family basics," says Helen.
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on families
individual items - so we liave cut
prices across a wiiole range of
products, not just in one area.
"Tiiis means more customers will
see the benefits of the promotion."
There are also more than 150 Buy
One Get One Free promotions every
week. The latter have proved to be
particularly popular with families,
who often buy products in bulk especially soft drinks, snacks, frozen
foods and confectionery
Continuing the emphasis on
family shopping are threeother
elements - Back to School products,
the Perform + Protect range of nonfood products and 25 new lines in
the Blue Parrot Cafe range.
This is the first year Sainsbury's
has fully supported Back to School,
which features in 428 stores,
ranging from 4ft to 60ft of
dedicated space, depending on

format. Under the strapline "School's
Sorted at Sainsbury's", Adams
children's clothes are available in 410
stores, with the Jeff & Co range for
older children in 252 stores. There are
alsotrainers, rucksacksand
lunchboxes, as well as four different
stationery ranges.
Parents start planning for the new
school year early, so the event went
live in Scottish stores on 10 July with
England and Northern Ireland
following on 24 July.
Perform + Protect is a new ownbrand range of more than 100 nonfood lines aimed at families. It offers
outstanding performance, with
added protection for the family and
home. Perform + Protect brings
together several well-known
Sainsbury's ranges under one
umbrella, including Microban and
Performers nappies from household,

JJ

We need to give more emphasis
to the value message to reach
customers who are on a budget"
and Skin Clear and Wash &
Shinefromhealthand
beauty. The range arrived in
stores in late July, with the
"save-a-third" promotion
fully under way by
4 September.
Finally the highly
successful healthier kids'
range Blue Parrot Cafe has
been extended with 25 new
lines being launchedncluding lunchbox items
such as Jumbo Raisins and
Banana & Chocolate Crispy
Bars, to tie-in with the Back
to School promotion.

Family Value is backed by an
extensive advertising campaign on
TV, radio, posters and in the press. A
bi-weekly door-drop of leaflets
featuring key offers will also be used.
The TV campaign includes a new
Jamie Oliver spot, where he is
challenged to make a delicious meal
from items bought on a budget.
"Making Jamie part of this
campaign is an effective way of
bringing together the value and
guality messages," says Gabrielle.
"Sainsbury's is well known for
guality, and Jamie is very closely
identified with that, but we need to
give more emphasis to the value
message to reach customers who
are on a budget and might think
Sainsbury's doesn't cater for them.

avacentres to
put families first
A new Savacentre format will be trialled at
six sites as part of Sainsbury's strategy to
attract family shoppers. The first store - at
Northfield in Birmingham - opened in May,
with Wigan following this month.
Emphasis is on value while retaining the
guality and service for which Sainsbury's
is known. Stores will vary in size from
31,000sg ft to 70,000sg ft, and stock a
more basic, good food range offering value,
plus popular non-food items aimed at
families.
Part of Northfield Savacentre's remit is
to grow links with the local community and
the store has already done work with
nearby schools and Guide groups.

"The fact that we're running an
eight-week campaign is unusual and
highlights how important it is for
Sainsbury's to push the value
message - the briefing pack and POS
material sent to stores are designed
to help colleagues give the'
campaign the right support - and
make it a real success."
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your store
needs you
S a i n s b u r y ' s is s t e p p i n g
u p its f i g h t a g a i n s t in-StOre
Crim6 S n d y o u C9n hGlp.

last year and it's expected to grow
to £500 million this year," explains
retail security specialist David
Hatmil.
"At Sainsbury's we got together
with Barclaycard's fraud
investigators and developed a
training package for checkout
colleagues to assist them in
spotting fraudulent cards and
detecting fakes."
APACS was keen to target the
area within the M25, where 60 per
cent of the UK's card fraud occurs.
So Sainsbury's focused on 14
stores with the highest counterfeit
record and organised further
training sessions while APACS
monitored their success. The
results were astonishing - over 30
fraudulent cards were retained by
those stores in the following three
months. David told the journal:
"Each fraudulent card is worth at
least £3,000 to a criminal, so those
colleagues have prevented
£90,000 of fraud."
And APACS was so pleased that
the association awarded £500
holiday vouchers to the three
colleagues with the best record in
beating fraud, with 21 others
receiving £100 vouchers.
•|n fact, the scheme has been so
successful that APACS wants to
continue the initiative in a further
14 stores.

TWENTY-FOUR LUCKY colleagues

don't forget

are jetting off on holiday after
foiimg credit card crooks m-store.
The prizes were awarded by the
Association of Paynnent and
Clearing Services (APACS), which
enlisted Sainsbury's help In the
fight against credit card fraud.
"Credit card fraud reached
£400 million in the retail industry

Any colleague who detects and
retains a stolen or counterfeit
credit card iseligiblefora £50
reward from Barclaycard.

thieves made to pay
A crime-punishing initiative is
paying dividends for Sainsbury's.
"Catching thieves is an expensive
business and people stealing from
our stores should pay the price,"
says David. "When we catch
thieves, we send their details to a
company which sues them to
recover some of our costs."
The procedure - called civil
recovery - means that for thieves,
crime does not pay. However, it can
for Sainsbury's, as the scheme
CRIME STOPPERS... These lucky
colleagues have all received holiday
vouchers for their record In beating fraud.
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regularly brings in around £2,000
each month.
"Once thieves are arrested, they
are not only punished through the
criminal courts, but they are also
sued inthecivllcourts.Allthe
stores have to do is complete the
civil recovery procedures each time
a thief is caught. It only takes a
couple of minutes - It's so easy"
David continues: "Our monthly
re-lmbursements come from
around 250 incidents throughout
only 150 of our stores. We receive
around 6,000 incidents a month
but in many cases, civil recovery
has not been applied."
If you would like to know-more
about the scheme and how it
operates, contact your regional
security manager for advice.

Tinu catches a thief
Thanks to the guick reactions of
Tinu Alatishe at Victoria store, a
mugger Is now behind bars.
Tinu became suspicious and
raised the alarm when the mugger
attempted to buy cigarettes and
withdraw cash after stealing a
woman's handbag just eight
minutes earlier.
The customer wrote to
Sainsbury's thanking Tinu for her
prompt actions, which led to the
thief's arrest.

crime line
relaunched
SAINSBURVS CRIME
information line is relaunchinq
with a brand new number 020 7695 4777. If you see any
of your colleagues behaving
suspiciously in yocr store, ring
the confidential 24-hour line.
You can choose to remain
anonymous but colleagues
who leave their name may be
rewarded if they give
Information that leads to a
successful prosecution.
First launched in 1997, the
line has since scored many
successes, including one
recovery of stock worth £18,000
from an employee's home.

news

choirs
hit the
right note
TENSION IS building in the race
for the title of Sainsbury's Choir
Of The Year.
The biennial competition established by Sainsbury's 20
years ago - is open to ail
amateur choirs across the UK
and Northern Ireland, and is the
biggest music-making event of
its kind in the UK.
Of the 300 choirs which
took part in audition rounds
earlier this year, 70 went on to
the national selection stage in
June. From there, just 24 choirs
- six in each of the four
categories: children's, junior,
youth and adult - have got
through to the finals.
A winner from each of the
four categories will be chosen on
2 and 3 November at Salford's
new Lowry Centre. And on
17 November at London's Royal
Albert Hall, the four category
winners will battle it out for the
overall title.
Look out in fheyournaf for
news of ticket offers and results
of the events, or e-mail Sophie
Balch for more information on
the competition.

hot cross buns

get patriotic

success

COLIN CHANCE, acting store manager at Worcester had a
great idea and it's increased the sales of hot cross buns
three-fold.
Ironically, it started with a problem. The store had a lot
of hot cross buns to sell by the end of July - a period that
coincided with the World Cup. Then Colin, a former bakery
manager, had a brainwave - adding a red cross to the buns.
It proved such a good idea that it was adopted centrally
and sales soared from 50,000 to over 150,000 a week.
"They really did sell like hot cakes," said Colin. "It just
goes to show that you can turn any adversity into an
advantage."

SAINSBURY'S FROZEN foods won
five titles at the British Frozen Food
Federation awards in June.
The frozen food team walked away
with a hat-trick of awards: gold for best
new children's product {Blue Parrot
Cafe Fruity Mousses), silver for best
new meat-based product (Deep Filled
Steak & Ale Pie) and bronze for best
new vegetable-based product (home
style fries).
Sainsbury's also came up trumps
in the catering sector, winning a gold
for 8e Good to Yourself Penne Nicoise
in the best new meat free/vegetarian
product and a bronze for Cherry and
Almond Danish Twists in the best new
bakery/pastry product.
"This is the first time JSR
products have been recognised and
rewarded with an industry award," said
Alison Cracknell, concept developer.

win for
Whitstable

MEAT THE TEAM...
Ron Smythe (right)
with Whitstable's meat
and fish colleagues.

five star

WHITSTABLE'S MEATand fish colleagues
are very proud. Whitstable has been voted
best meat and fish store in the south east in
the Supermeat Awards, beating opposition
from Safeway and Tesco.
Meat manager Ron Smythe was
understandably thrilled with the store's
achievement. He told fheyourna/: "I'm so
proud to be managing the team that won
this major industry award. It's absolutely
fantastic.
"This award is definitely a tribute to the
team's commitment and dedication," he said. "Our fish and meat counter regularly
scores 100 per cent in the mystery shopper awards and this accolade reinforces just
how good the department is."
He said the quality of people and product is the key to success - and proof came at
Christmas when orders for fresh turkeys more than doubled.
"I always knew we had a great team but it's great to have that confirmed," said Ron.
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the group staff council

it's your voice
Isthereaburningissuein
your store? Whether it's
uniforms, morale or
flexible contracts, did you
know that you can get
answers from the very
top of the company just
by contacting your staff
council representative?

Twice a year, 13 people elected from
every area of the business, get
togettier to put their colleagues'
concerns to Peter Davis and other
Sainsbury's directors. And they're not
afraid to say what they think!
. The last meeting was held in June
when councillors and directors
discussed a wide range of issues,
including the quality of checkout
chairs, pay and store opening hours
on bank holidays.
Glyn House is secretary to the
group staff council and he says the
members take their responsibilities
seriously "There's a really good
atmosphere but they can ask some
challenging questions, and if they
don't get an answer that satisfies
them, they will keep digging," he says.
Gary Cullen is a baker at Swansea
and represents regions 24 and 25. He
agrees that councillors can be
persistent. He tells fhejourna/: "If
we're not happy with the answers we
are given, then we feel within our
rights to raise the issue again at the
next meeting. If an issue is not resolved
among colleagues that means there's
a problem and that prevents the
company going forward."
And that's exactly what has
happened with the issue of flexible
contracts. Flexible working has been
discussed on a number of occasions,
however, this has now been
recognised as an issue and the HR
department is looking into it.
"The board is challenged on issues
-the staff council acts as a good
reality check," says Glyn. "There is
often a cost implication which
prevents the board from agreeing
some issues, but the council
members understand that and
appreciate the discussion."
Along with other council
members, Gary is pleased with the
high-level support given to the group
staff council. "It's good that we're

able to take our issues direct to
Peter Davis. He answers our
questions as honestly as possible,
though sometimes the answer is not
what we want to hear," he says.
Director John Adshead regularly
attends staff council meetings. He
says: "We are really pleased to have
our staff council arrangements in
place, in our stores, depots and
business centres, and at company
level. They have developed into an
excellent channel of communication
and a most effective way of
obtaining colleaguefeedbackon
our plans for the future."
And HR director Imelda Walsh
adds: "I thoroughly enjoyed our last

meeting and left with lots of ideas
and challenges which the HR team
is now working on."
The qualifying period for staff
discount cards is another of the
council's successes. Colleagues felt
that the qualifying period of 12
months was too long and Peter
Davis agreed. Following an earlier
meeting, the qualifying period has
been reduced to just six months and
25,000 more colleagues are now
eligible for staff discounts.
If you have an issue for the
group staff council, contact your
local representative (see below) or
log on to the intranet for more
information.

who's your representative?
regions 11 and 15
regions 12 and16
regions 13 and 14
regions 21 and 22
regions 23 and 26
regions 24 and 25
regions 31 and 32
regions 33 and 35
regions 34 and 36
supply chain
business centre

Jacqueline Church
Sylvia Gatward
Eileen Asling
Jane McCuiloch
Linda Shelley
Gary Cullen
Jim Bunford
Diane Morrison
Betty Lowe
Dean Fagan
Peter Bion

USDAW representative Graham Botting
TGWU representative Joan Melling
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When you're young, retirement seems a
lifetime away, but it's always best to start
saving early, f/ie/oc/ma/continues its
series on stakeholder pensions by
finding out what the plan actually means
foryoungcolleaguesontheshopfloor.

in practice
case study
Name: Wayne Badcock
Age: 17
Position: Replenishment assistant

case study
Name: Jodie Wharton
Age: 23
Position: Payroll clerit
Jodie joined Coldliams Lane in
Cambridge ten montlis ago. Slie
tool< the opportunity to join the
company's stakeholder pension
scheme in May.
"It's important to plan for the
future. I like my independence and
need to know I will be prepared,
financially, for when I stop
working," she says.
Jodie says Sainsbury's
provided her with plenty of useful
information about the stakeholder
scheme before

she opted to join, although she
also asked a few friends and
relations what they thought.
"My Dad, in particular, has
always been very pro-pensions.
He said it would be mad for me not
to join the company scheme,"
she says.
"Ithinkitisagoodplan,
particularly because the company
contributes to it as well. It does
seem like a very fair arrangement."
Jodie explains. "At my last
employer, it was compulsory to join
the pension scheme. The money
was deducted from my pay packet
from the start, and even now I
don't know what has happened to
the contributions 1 made.
"With the Sainsbury's
stakeholder the fund is much more
flexible and portable. I don't know
where I will be or what I will be
doing in ten or even five years'
time.
"It's reassuring to know my
pension fund can be continued if I
change jobs or even decide to take
a break from working. It won't just
evaporate," she says.

i Retirement is a long way off for
Wayne Badcock, who joined
wyoung
Sainsbury's Coldhams Lane store
in Cambridge straight from school,
nine months ago. Even so, he
realises the younger you are when you start building up a
pension, the better, and decided to
join Sainsbury's stakeholder
pension plan as soon as he could.
"I thought it would be best to
get started as young as possible
and joined the scheme two months
ago. Pensions are a bit daunting
but I saw it as part and parcel of
starting work," Wayne says. He
found the new scheme was clearly
explained to colleagues at the
store, with a presentation in the
training room and a booklet from
Legal & General, who run the
scheme on behalf of Sainsbury's.
"I did discuss it a bit with my

mum-partly because
I'm under 18 so she had to sign the
form for me - but it didn't take too
much thinking about. It's a bit of a
no-brainer really. I realised it was a
good idea," he asserts.
"And the fact that the money
doesn't just disappear but can go
wherever I go is a big plus. I also like
the idea that Sainsbury's puts
money into the plan.
"The contributions are set at a
manageable level and I knowthe
money is going into something
worthwhile."

where can I go for advice?
Sainsbury's itself cannot give pensions advice but you can get help from
these sources.
• call the helpline on 0845 3020323
• log on to Sainsbury's pensions web site at www.jspensions.com
• make an appointment with the Legal & General advisers who will be
visiting stores soon
• theyourna/will continue to give extensive coverage to the Issue of
stakeholder pensions, look out for more case studies in future issues.
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sister cities
Sidney Street,
Cambridge
students and tourists cause
huge fluctuations in trade for ttie Sidney Street store.
During term time, university students mal<e up a large
percentage of customers and colleagues - in fact,
nearly half the store's colleagues are students.
And those colleagues come from all over the world,
including ten per cent who are of Chinese origin.
Personnel and training manager, Colin McMillan,
along with store trainer Matt Walter have even
developed a training programme in Mandarin to keep
his Chinese colleagues informed. "It's unusual but we
wanted the training to be easy to understand and, of
course, we want to encourage people to stay with the
business," he told the journal.
Colin began with a Safe Working Practice session
which was translated by colleague Ge Huang. Even the
flip charts were written in Mandarin.

the journal \.'caye\s to Sidney Street, Cambridge on both sides
of the Atlantic in the latest sister cities column.

fact file
Opened: June 1972
Checkouts: 23
Colleagues: 255
during term time,
droppingto220during
university holidays
Size: 18,000 sg ft

Cambridge, Massachusetts

EASTERN
PROMISE...
Sidney Street's
Chinese colleagues
at a Mandarin
training session.

the dangers of DVT

The star Market at 20 Sidney Street, Cambridge,
is one of the more unusual locations operated by
Shaw's - it's found on the third level of the University
Park Double Tree Hotel.
University Park opened on Memorial Day 1998.
It has been a very successful store with a high
concentration of college students from the nearby
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and
professionals from area office buildings. Nearly 75 per
cent of business is walk-in traffic while the remaining
25 per cent use the parking garage attached to the
building. Star Market customers can park for free in
the garage for a limited time with a minimum $10
purchase.
Several Star Market stores, including the MIT
store, offer a grocery delivery service. Seven days a
week, between the hours of 10am and 6pm, customers
can have their groceries delivered to their home by a
Star Market colleague for a $7.50 delivery fee.
The store offers a LaCarte Catering service for
many of the area's professional, high-tech and
academic clients. There's a wide range of fresh
produce including 15 varieties of store-made sausage
along with Wild Harvest and the Shop the World
international foods which are all popular with the local
clientele.

calf with swelling and an increase in body
temperature.
IT'S HOLIDAY TIME, If you're flying abroad, check out who are most at risk?
The Aviation Health Institute's tips for healthy flying. It is often referred to as "economy class syndrome"
as it tends to strike people on long-haul flights in
what does DVT stand for?
cramped seats. But it can affect anyone who sits
Deep vein thrombosis
.*,:,,.„
upright and without moving for several hours.
what does it mean?
^
People more are risk are those with heart disease,
When a blood clot (thrombosis) fof.n
suffering from cancer, people who have a history of
vein in the lower leg.
kood clots, have undergone surgery, have suffered
what are the symptoms?
recent leg i n j i ^ f e ^ d women on the contraceptive
Symptoms are rare, but they can include muscle
tension in the lower leg, an ache or cramp in the

STAR SELLERS...
The produce
department (top)
and meat room
associate Carmine
Lupla (above).

fact file
Opened: May 1998
Checkouts: 19
Colleagues: 136
Size: 42,000 sg ft

how dangerous is it?
If the clot remains in the leg it can damage the vein,
tissue, cause skin lesions and ulceration. If the clot
travels through the veins to the heart or lungs it
can kill.
are there precautions against it?
Stretch and walk around as much as possible at
regular intervals during a long flight. Scholl Flight
Socks are recommended (available at Sainsbury's
stores) as they will encourage blood circulation.
Keep hydrated by drinking water and avoiding
alcohol.

charity champs

win £ 5 f 0 0 0 with Local Heroes

FANCY THAT...
Codeagues pose with
Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs.

onqoinq etfort

REMEMBER, THERE'S still time to apply for this year's Local Heroes
scheme - both for teams and individuals. If you've held a charity event at
your store since October 2001, why not apply? See your PTM for a form
or contact Sue Mercer on 020 7695 7390.

for hospice
WHEN BRAMINGHAM Park colleagues heard their local Pasque
Hosplce/Keetch Cottage was in danger of being closed due to lack of
funds, they decided to do something about it.
Over the past couple of years, the store has organised several
events and, together with money from the penny back scheme, has
now generated more than £13,000 for the hospice.
The latest event was a children's fun day, which raised £1,833.
Many colleagues wore fancy dress costumes and local entertainers
such as stilt-walkers, clowns and a magician helped, free of charge.

DOWN
SHE
GOES...
Liverpool
PTM
Joanne
Riding in
action.

Emma helpsformercolleague
ONE CURRENT colleague came to the aid of a former when
Emma Smith from Attleborough read about the theft of
the bike trailer Gerald Mannlon used to take his baby
around in.
Gerald, who was employed at Thetford store before a
disability prevented him from working, and his wife
Michelle approached their local newspaper to publicise'
shocking theft, and it was senior deli assistant Emma
decided to do something about it. She asked her store
manager for help, and money from Attleborough's
charitable fund was used to buy a new bike trailer for tf
Mannions.
The couple were over the moon and Emma's good deed...
was celebrated in the same newspaper when the new bil^i*^
trailer was presented to Gerald and Michelle.

team effort
THREE TEAMS from Holborn business centre took
part in the Cisco City Challenge - an inter-business
team-building competition - and raised £3,600 for
three charities.
In the event held in Richmond Park near London, 70
teams, including Cable & Wireless, Shell and McVities
faced a series of challenges to test mind, body and
team spirit, including canoeing and rope mazes. The
Ministry of Defence team took the honours with
Sainsbury's teams finishing eighth, 27th and 37th.
The money was divided between the British Heart
Foundation, Macmillan Nurses and NCH - Action for
Children.

|-|NI5>M
• CISCO CITY CHALLENGE
A Challenger World Event

ClSC^YSTEMS

E A R N I N G
R T N E R

raises funds
DURING A "terrifyingly great experience", three
colleagues at Liverpool abseiled down the city's ninestorey police headguarters to raise money for the RNIB.
Ian Norton, Joanne Riding and Linda Moon raised more
than £550.
The three brave souls were a great advert for
Sainsbury's as they wore their uniforms throughout.

WHAT A HOOT...
Hagrld, also Known
aslanCunnlnqha
with one of the 0
from the sanct"

magic idea
WEST PARK Farm used its launch
of the Harry Potter video and DVD
to raise funds for a bird close to
Harry's heart - the owl I
The store held a competition
where children from local schools
were asked to design a Harry
Potter poster, with the winner
picking up the little magician's
DVD or video.
And with the help of a few owls
from the Folkestone Owl Rescue
Sanctuary, West Park Farm was
able to collect £175 for the
sanctuary.

CISCO Kl DS... The eighth-placed team
from the finance department included (I
to r) Aidan Rose, Kate Wratten, Alexia
Holt and Stefan Hendren.

conquers Scotland
IT WAS wet, it was dirty - and it lasted nearly 24 hours!
The 54-mile Fort William to Loch Lomond Caledonian
Challenge was conguered by four finance insights
colleagues (Kathryn Coombe, Nick Fox, Nick Heckford and
Victoria Hill), assisted by a support team including Darren
Clark, Alison O'Mahony and Bridget Hignett. There was also
invaluable life-saving assistance from lain Thompson, from
Sainsbury's To You, Darnley.
Grants of Scotland sponsored £2,000 on the promise
that the Veggie Gang, which promotes its new exclusive to
Sainsbury's Organic Baby Food range, attended the event,
(see picture!). Eventually, the team hopes to have raised
£5,000 for Scottish charities.
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have some fun
Sainsbury%

blue
I

new

I
wordsearch

choconan

chocolate coated crisp
mini rice with banana
flavoured pieces

getintogear

and win!
Sainsbury's has launched two new great-tasting additions to
the Blue Parrot Cafe breakfast cereal range. To celebrate, the
journal is giving you the chance to win one of four kids' bikes,
complete with helmet, lights and reflectors!
Youngsters will love the chocolatey rice and banana
pieces in Choconanas and the delicious taste of crunchy
Caramel Flakes. Sainsbury's stores will be supporting the
6/ue Parrot Cafe range until September with plenty of activities, including sampling and couponing. So, these brands are
bound to be a big success in the cereal aisle!
For a chance to win one of these fantastic prizes, simply
answerthe question below:

Can you identify the family
relationships?
1. Edwardto John F Kennedy
2. Bridget to Jane Fonda
3. Liza Minnelli to Judy
Garland
4. Prince Edward to Prince
William
5. Shirley MacLaine to Warren
Beatty
6. Larry Hagman to Mary
Martin
7. Prince Charles to Princess
Margaret
8. Marty to Kim Wilde
9. Lynn Redgrave to Natasha
Richardson
10. TippiHedrentoMelanie
Griffiths
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answer:
15

name:
address:
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work location:
contact tel no:
Entries to: Competitions, the journal, J Sainsbury pic, 33 Holborn,
London, EC1N 2HT, to arrive no later than 9 September. Entrants
must work for or be retired from the Sainsbury Group. Only one entry
per person. Photocopies are acceptable. See entry conditions on
page2.

S
1
S
T
E
R
1
D
R
M

ACROSS
1. Loving (12)
7. Abate (3,2)
8. 144(5)
9. Eguip(3)
10. Life (9)
11. Shrewd (6)
12. Wail (6)
15. Story(9)
17. Dine (3)
18. Darkness(5)
19. Journal (5)
21. Intrepidity (12)

V * 1 W-^-^

Blue Parrot Cafe cereals

Name the two new breakfast cereals being launched as
part of the 6/ue Parrot Cafe range?

P
R
1
N
C
E
S
R
0
G

quick crossword

^^•10

entry f o r m :

A
D
A
U
G
H
T
E
R
N

•L_

DOWN
1. Proper (12)
2. Sever(3)
3. Mar (6)
4. Bargain (9)
5. Prickle (5)
6. Showy (12)
7. Gentle (5)
10. Remover (9)
13. Foe (5)
14. Centre (6)
16. Rascal(5)
20. Idiot (3)

April competition winners

entry form: wordsearch & crossword

Winning the £25 crossword is Caroline Duncan, at Holborn business centre.

Please attach your completed crossword and/or wordsearch to this form

For a list of winners in the rest of the competitions featured in the April issue,
please send an SAE to the journal at the address on page 2.

name:

solutions to June wordsearch
G[!7]A B|L|B|0 lU A M I.Hour
and crossword
D E C A D E m i i Y 2. Month
Across: 4 Captive: 8 Annual:
3. Decade
9 Affable: 10 Choice: 11 Untrue:
RraSlCjU T E R
E
D
[ M M M i A a i N M O N\
OEJQREJCD] N D
Niiniranion 1 A
TlinC E NT U R Y

LiaEmolilB

ClTWlKlSlDHElOlR

4. Week
5.Second
6. Millennium
7. Century
S.Day
9. Year
10. Minute

12 Resolute: 18 Retrieve:
20 Gemini: 21 Claims: 22 Deposit:
23 Etcher: 24 Message.
Down: 1 Mascara; 2 Endorse:
3 Rascal; 5 Affiuent; 6 Traits:
7 Valour; 13 Uprising; 14 Delight: 15
Dessert: 16 Serene: 17 Pilots: 19
Relate.

address:

work location:
contact tel no:
Entries to; Competitions, the journal, J Sainsbury pic, 33 Holborn, London ECIN 2HT, to arrive no later
than 9 September Entrants must work for or be retired from the Sainsbury Group. Only one entry per
person. Photocopies are acceptable. One entry will be drawn from the hat for the crossword and one for the
wordsearch. See entry conditions on page 2.

to Iceland

CAFFRE

with Cook
Caffrey's

4^1 win the

hottest

Lotto Ho tPicks™ Is an exciting new way to play and win on the Lotto™ d raw. Win
big prizes by picking and matching fewer numbers.
ing Sainsbury's colleagues the
eekend theatre breaks in
London on 4 October 2002. The prize includes an overnight stay in a top London hotel,
dinner and theatre tickets to see Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.
To enter, simply answer the questions below and send your entry on a postcard with your name,
home address, store and telephone number to; Competitions, The Journal, J Sainsbury pic,
33Holborn,Lon"

Q1. When was Lotto HotPicks launched?
Q2. How many numbers musCyou pick and match to win £450?
Q3. How much do you ^in ifyou pick 2 and match 2?
The draw will be made after the closing date on 4 September, 2002.

If you're going to drink an ale
this summer, make sure It's
Caffrey's...
.^aa.ii;„^„ „ , ,
Why? Because Caffrey's is
'
served at six deg C, two or
three degrees cooler than other
ales, which are brewed to be
|
drunk at eight or nine deg C.
>
Caffrey's Is specially brewed so
its full flavours come through at
this temperature - which makes
Caffrey's the perfect sumn
ale!
And now the journal has
teamed up with Caff rey's to
offer you the chance to win a
trip to Iceland's capital,
Reykjavik. The prize consists
of a trip for two people staying
three nights in a three-star
hotel.
Simply answer the
- question below and send the '
form in to the Journal.
Terms and conditions

^

1. Entrants rnust be agetl 18 or over.
2. This offer is open to Sainsbury's employees only.
3. Offer closes on 9 September and all entry forms receivect by
ttien will be entered into the draw,
4. Entries must be made on this official entry form only. ^''•'^•"'—^"-'"' ""^'•—
that have been amended, copied, or defaced, will be dee
5. No responsibility can be accepted for entries lost, delayed or damaged in the post.
6. There is onetrip to Reykjavik for two people, incinding return flights from a specified UK
airport and three nights' accommodation in a three^star or eguivalent premises sutiject to
avaiiabiiity and excluding bank holidays. The trip must be taken before 30 April 2003,
(Offer does not include travel arrangements to and from airports, travel insurance or
airport taK.)
7. The draw will be made in the presence of an independent person, from ail the received and
valid Sainsbury's official entry forms. Winners will be notified within 28 days of the di'aw date.
8. The winner of the prize will be the first entry drawn at random from all correct entries
received.
9. For the winner's nanre, send an SAE to Cooler Caff rey's/Sainsbury's Competition, Coors
Brewers Ltd, 328 Wetmore Road, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire, DEi4 ISP, after 9 September.
10. The promoter's decision is final in all matters and nocash alternative to the stated prize is
available.
'Promoter: Coors Brewers Ltd, 328 Wetmore Road, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire 0041SP.

entry form: Caffrey's trip to Reykjavik

COOLER

At what temperature is
Caffrey's best served?

answer:
name:
address:
work location:
wwwjiational-lottery.co.uk

x

The Lotto HotPicks Camesaresubject to the Rules foron-line Games and the Lotto HotPicks Games Procedures. feCamclot Croup pic 2002.
There are 5 prizes where each w i n n e r w i l l receive a weekend theatre break for t w o In London. The prize Includes an o v e r n i g h t stay In a London
h o t e l , pre-theatre dinner and theatre tickets for Chitty C h i t t y B a n 9 B a n g o n 4 October 2002. The draw w i l l be made after the c l o s i n g date on 4
September 2002. Winners w i l l be n o t i f i e d by 14 September 2002. For a f u l l s e t of terms and c o n d i t i o n s please w r i t e t o Paula M i t c h e l l , Camelot
Croup pic, Tolplts Lane, Vi/atford,vyD18RN. 5 entries w i l l be drawn f r o m all v a l i d and correct entries received. An Independent observer w l U s u p e r /. Youdo not need t o play Lotto HotPicks to enter.

contact tel no:
signatured am over 18):
Entries to: Competitions, thejournal, J Sainsbury pic, 33 Holborn, London
EC1N 2HT, to arrive no later than 9 Septennben Entrants must work for or be
retired from the Sainsbury Group. Only one entry per person. Photocopies
are acceptable. See entry conditions on page 2.

your letters

express yourself
profit share
anonymous to Sir Peter Davis:
Please can you explain why this year's
profit sharing is so low, approximately,
1.1 per cent, after five consecutive very
good quarterly results?
I know it's based on company
profits but surely the employees are
the ones you should be looking after.
For example, an extra 50 pence an
hour on top of the very poor rates you
offer. If perhaps you didn't line your
pocket so much and the likes of Jamie
Oliver by a £3million contract then
perhaps we can all have what we
deserve-more pay.
I am happy at Sainsbury's but it
does annoy me when there is one rule
for you and another one for us. How
about making the profit share four per
cent? After all it was 5.2 per cent not
long ago in 1998/99.
My name is withheld because I
know you don't like negatives and
although I feel we should speak our
minds I cannot afford to be out of a job
(yes, I can read your mind: 'You would
be with comments like that').
On a positive note, why don't you

secured spirits
Angela Gilfespie, replenishment
assistant, Denton:
Is there any way of making our
BWS areas more secure? Often I
find boxes which should contain
expensive champagne - some
costing £26 a bottle - empty.
I have also found full bottles of
whisky hidden behind items on the
shop floor and find it very
annoying - since this affects the
store's profit.
In the past, I have suggested we
have a till at the end of the drinks
aisle where customers could pay
for their alcohol. I think this could
stop some of the theft.
However, there might be
another answer. I was queuing at
my local Co-op when a customer
behind me asked what the cap on
top of my whisky bottle was. I
didn't know. She askeij the till
assistant, who said it was a
security cap. He then used a
special key to remove the cap because it would have set off an
alarm at the main door.
This device was on all toprange drinks. I am sure this is a
low-cost item which we could have
in our major stores. It would deter
thieves without affecting our
customers at all.
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the formula figure - providing a
distribution rate of over 1 per cent of
salary. As you know, 2001/2 was the
final year for profit sharing and the
joint policies
payment in August 2002 will be the
Nick Gagen, replenishment
last. We have recently announced
assistant. New Barnet:
new arrangements, under the
I recently inquired about
Government's All Employee Share
buildings insurance from
Ownership Plan, for colleagues
bring in free scratchcards to win free
Sainsbury's Bank because the
food.ie, one scratchcard for every £50 throughout the business to share in
contents policy I already have
our success in future years.
spent, prizes ranging from free beans
with the bank offers very good
to £1,000 free shopping. I bet if this
value for money.
On the question of our wages and
was introduced for one year it would
salaries, the Board considers a
However, the bank was only
be very successful with customers.
number of factors - Retail Price Index,
prepared to give me a quote for a
I truly believe that with morale at
our competitive position, and the
joint buildings and contents
an all-time low at Sainsbury's you can costs of any award - before
policy, so I was unable to compare
really improve this with a one-off big
implementing increases. RPI is
the price of the Sainsbury's
pay rise. This would lift morale and put obviously important for all companies
policy with my current insurer.
Sainsbury's at the forefront of looking and, at an underlying rate of 1.8 per
The end result was that we
after its employees. Forget the top 40
cent, is at its lowest for many years.
decided to stay with our current
stores, we all deserve it and now!
Pay increases in most companies will
provider. I wonder how much
editor's note: please include your be low this year. On the competitive
other business the bank has lost
name and location when writing to front, we review our situation regularly
because of this policy?
thejournal.
and our rates compare well with our
competitors. Costs are a serious
Robert O'May, Insurance brand
consideration. Giving all colleagues an
Peter Davis, group chief executive,
manager, Sainsbury's Bank,
increase of 50 pence an hour, as you
replies:
replies:
suggest, would cost about £65 million
The profit sharing formula relates to
If a customer requests a buildings
a year, clearly not affordable or
our profit margins and although the
quote and they already have a
justifiable in our current situation.
company is now recovering from the
contents-only policy like yourself,
years of profit decline, profits last year
Nick, the procedure would be
We did make some very positive
and the year before were lower than in changes in our reward package this
simply to add this additional
the past. The formula produced a
cover to the existing policy so
year to reflect the contribution made
distribution of under 0.5 per cent of
that the customer received the
by colleagues. We increased pay rates
pay and, for the very reasons set out in ahead of inflation, introduced a new
benefit of our ten per cent jointyour letter, the Board decided to set
cover discount.
colleague bonus scheme, reduced the
aside £10 million - more than double
waiting time for staff discount from 12
We are then able to tell the
to 6 months and increased the
customer what proportion of the
maximum discount limit from £6,000
new combined premium is for
to £10,000 a year.
their buildings cover. The
customer can, if they wish, have
You mention our partnership with
two separate policies, but they
Jamie Oliver. While I cannot disclose
would not then benefit from the
Jamie's actual payment, I can confirm
ten per cent joint-cover discount.
that it is not even half the amount you
suggest. The campaign starring
No customer is ever forced to
Jamie has increased sales of
take a joint policy with
advertised items 65 per cent more
Sainsbury's Bank. It is simply
than our previous advertising
explained that they will not
Judith Quinn, operations
campaign, has been highly profitable
receive the discount they are due
specialist retail security, replies:
and has contributed to the success of
if they ask for this combination.
Thank you for your
the company over the past two years.
correspondence with regard to
I am sorry for your poor
the security of our wines and
Thank you for your suggestion for
experience, but I will be
spirits. Your letter is timely as we
a scratchcard sales incentive. This is
contacting you to make sure you
have just commenced a trial in
an interesting idea, which we will
get the quote you really want.
three stores using a new security
review, although the issuing of
product.
scratchcards is tightly controlled
under the Lottery Act.
TheEASy-bottle™isacap
thanks of both the Hertfordshire
system in a tough tamper-proof
Constabulary and the other
enclosure, which secures over the
train traq edf thanks
emergency services which attended
neck of the bottle. This durable
the scene of the train disaster at
Potters Bar and London Colney
product allows us to lock and
Potters Bar railway station.
stores received many letters of
secure items, and can be removed
praise for their assistance following
I am aware you and your staff
simply as the customer passes
the Potters Bar train tragedy. Here's responded to the tragedy in a very
through the checkouts.
one submitted by Robert Beckley,
supportive way in donating
assistant chief constable,
refreshments to the reception centre
It is our aim to continue to look
Hertfordshire Constabulary, to Peter that was set up by local volunteers in
for ways to protect our
White, store manager at London
the church hall adjacent to the crash
merchandise from theft and
Colney expressing his gratitude to
scene.
reduce corporate loss, while
colleagues at both London Cotney
permitting the customer to handle
This rest centre supported not only
and Potters Bar stores:
their own selections. Providing
those people affected by the crash in
I am writing to express to you the
the trial is a success, we will
its immediate aftermath, but also the
hopefully be able to launch the
product to further stores this
financial year.

the store is functioning properly and
that colleagues are equipped with the
right tools-including stationery-to
do the job. You should discuss your
concerns with your store manager
who will be able to resolve them. You
can also raise issues such as this with
your store staff council.
My team has also investigated the
situation you report with handsets.
Northampton exchanged 15 handsets
between January and May this yearand this clearly has an effect on stock
control. However, service desk
procedures allow the majority of
handset faults to be corrected in the
store using a "manual upgrade"
process which the service desk walks
the store through. If followed
correctly, only one in seven handsets
should actually need to be returned.
We have reminded service desk
analysts to follow this procedure.
I am also pleased to confirm that
the outdated office systems will soon
become a thing of the past as we roll
out Stores Systems Release 1 - an
updated suite of Microsoft office tools,
which will greatly improve reliability
and productivity. The roll-out should
be complete by theautumn.

Our worst enemy and the ultimate
victor in any war, is the old grey
handset. We don't stand a chance
against these old soldiers when they
put up a fight. Of the seven museum
pieces we have in the store, usually
two are waiting to go back for repair,
one might need upgrading and
perhaps two have committed suicide
and lost the previous night's codechecks, disposals and SEWs. That
leaves two or maybe three for our
colleagues to fight over all afternoon.
The downloading facilities are not
much better either. Temperamental
restricted service
and stubborn to the last, we move
Marie Collier, stock control
around the office, from one PC to the
assistant, Northampton:
We couldn't deliver great service even next to see which one will work that day.
The photocopier gave up the will to
if you held a gun to our heads.
live two weeks ago. We have to go to the
Here in the dark and dusty stock
stationers if we want copies of reports
control corner of Northampton,
now. Even when it did work we could
where delivering great service surely
barely read what we had copied. The
begins, we can't even serve our
second-hand reduction gun only works
colleagues efficiently, let alone our
customers. We do our best, but when when it wants to and our box files are
held together with elastic bands.
every morning means another battle
against the second-hand,
We have bars on our window and
dysfunctional eguipment we have,
our vertical blinds disintegrate on
morale is guite rightly at rock bottom. human contact.

many emergency service personnel
working at the scene for several days
after. This would not have been
possible without your kind assistance.
I would be grateful if you could
pass these sentiments on to those
members of your staff who were
involved in providing this support.
The way in which businesses, both
local and in the near vicinity, like your
store, responded to the events is a
true measure of the community spirit
generated by such a terrible event.

Carina Rowswell, admin assistant,
Letchworth:
Has anyone considered producing
the bright orange Sainsbury's lorry
as a toy?
I have a four-year-old son who
loves trains, cars and lorries, etc, and
whenever we are out in the car I
regularly hear a shout of "Sainsbury's
Finally, apart from the decor, which lorry" as one is spotted.
is salmon-pink woodchip and forestThey are so bright and colourful,
green carpet tiles, we have one pair of I'm sure if sold in Sainsbury's stores
scissors and three staplers between
they would be very popular. I know
eight of us. The scissors always work,
one four-year-old who would
the staplers don't.
definitely love one.
What we need is less money wasted
on advertising leaflets and bits of
Claire Shooter, trading manager
cardboard that get thrown away and
kids, baby, pet, replies:
triore money spent on colleagues and Carina, that's a great idea and you will
eguipment.
be pleased to know we are planning to
launch it in 70 Sainsbury's stores at
So, before we raise the white flag
and surrender altogether, please send the end of the year.
us backup and supplies.
Graham Naylor, retail support
director replies:
Marie, thanks for your feedback and
I'm sorry to hear that your desire to
deliver great service is frustrated by
temperamental eguipment. Of course
we can't expect our colleagues to
deliver the service we expect if the
tools to do the job don't work.
There is no reason however, why
the majority of the problems you
describe cannot be solved at store
level. Every store manager is
responsible for ensuring equipment in

have your say
If you have an idea you want to share
with the world or you just vsant to get
something off your chest, dropa
letter or e-maii to the jouma'at the
address on page 2.
Each issue, star letters will be

down your way

t/ie/ourna/is unable to
include all the latest stories
fronn stores due to the huge
number of submissions. But
rather than send them all
back without a mention,
here's a brief run-down of
what's been happening
across the country.
BRADFORD presented a television to
the children's ward at Bradford Royal
Infirmary, while TAPLOW donated
£600 each to the Thames Valley
Adventure Playground, the Taplow
Traffic Charity Trust and the Cat
Lovers' Animal Welfare Society
(CLAWS) thanks to its penny back
scheme.
Then there's KEIGHLEY's Peter
Roberts, who has won a bag full of
prizes since he started comping in
1999. A bag pack and money from its
penny back scheme helped WHITLEY
BAY give £763 to The Yellow Brick
Road charity which works to improve
the health of children in the North
East. Meanwhile, several female
colleagues at WEST PARK FARM are
taking part in a weekly weight watch
which has seen them raise more than
£114 for the Pilgrims Hospice.
FOSSE PARK held a Taste the
Difference sampling session in the
staff restaurant, which helped
colleagues gain valuable product
knowledge, and Sainsbury's Bank at
HEDGE END ran a competition to
raise the profile of its pet insurar^
Another event at Hedge End invqf
the collection of 17 trolleys of goods '
for the Hope And Aid Direct charitywhich collects long-life products for ,
distribution in Kosovo.
THORLEY held an Easter egg
hunt for children aged 16 and under
and awarded a mountain bike to the
winner. A week of f undraising among
colleagues and customers at CALCOT
SAVACENTRE saw the store raise
£2,500, which will pay for the
breeding of a guide dog puppy
Meanwhile, pharmacy assis J
Cheryl Casey at SWANSEA u s e i
recently acquired first aid skills to
save the life of a two-year-old boy who
was choking on a plum stone. The
mayor of Redbridge chose SOUTH
WOODFORD as the venue to host a
trolley dash, which raised £1,200 for
the Multiple Sclerosis Society
continued on page 27
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BALHAM HILL Local cracked
open the bubbly after breaking
the £100,000 sales barrier at the
end of period 1. And joining in the
celebrations are: (top, I to r) Alex
Mcllravey, Sudath Perera, Kausik
Veldurthy Sim Naiser, Abdul
Hassan and Marcia Constantino.
(Front, I to r) Davine Mason, store
manager Jon Cookson and
ZelatuSmythe.

sorry,
Dulwich!
DULWICH DELIGHT... Dulwich took the
best-dressed title at the SSA Company
Quiz Final.
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FOSSE PARK made sure 70 children had full tummies
during their camping trip to the Peak District by
donating enough food to see them through a whole
week.
The children, from three local schools, were
carrying out their Duke of Edinburgh Awards duties
and the camping trip was to instil confidence and
team-building skills.
Gail Rogers, charity organiser at Fosse Park is
pictured presenting the food to the children and John
Lorenzelli, team leader from Skill Force.

FULL OF FOOD...
The children are
delighted to
receive their food
from Gail.

APOLOGIESFORtheSSA
Company Quiz Final article in
the May/ouma/which
incorrectly reported that Rhyl
had won the best-dressed team
prize. It was actually Dulwich
which won this coveted prize and here's a picture of their
winning outfits.

s k a t e idea
MACCLESFIELD HAS donated £1,500
towards the refurbishment of a
skateboarding area in a local park, giving
youngsters the chance to enjoy their
sport in safer surroundings.
Following customer complaints that
skateboarders were using the store car
park to practise on, Macclesfield got
together with the borough council to
resolve the issue. Each agreed to donate
£1,500 towards the refurbishment, while
the skateboarders helped by raising
£1,000 through customer bag packs instore.
Work has now started on the
skateboarding area in West Park.
SKATES AWAY...
Duty manager Gill
Heme and local
skateboarders give
the thumbs-up to
the refurbishment.

old neighbours reunited
DIANE BARNES at Coldhams Lane had no idea she'd be putting her mother back in
touch with an old neighbour when she escorted a customer in a wheelchair around
the store.
The customer turned out to be Inge Woods, who still lived in the house she had
bought off Diane's parents almost 50 years ago. Diane's family moved a couple of
streets away and remained good friends with Inge until they left Cambridge some
years later, and lost touch.
Diane's mum Flo and sister Gill then organised a holiday to Suffolk and popped
into Cambridge for a day. On hearing the story, duty manager Keith Holmes
arranged for store concierge Ted Tabor to take them to Inge's home, where they
rekindled old friendships.
TOGETHER AGAIN...
Inge (left) and Flo are
reunited after nearly
5 0 years.

^^

all in the
family
STREET TOOK the national Take Our
Daughters To Work initiative to heart
and sent in this photo of all those
daughters who wanted to see what
their mothers got up to in the store.
Pictured are: (I to r) Connie
Prowse with daughter Michelle, Sue
Mullins with daughter Alice, Michelle
Williams with daughter Caroline, and
personnel assistant Colleen Hinde.
HAPPY FAMILIES...
Street's mothers and daughters.

Redhill pair

break world
record

LISA PETTY and Joanne Bargate from
Redhill store made history when they
helped break the world record for the
number of people abseiling within 12
hours.
The attempt, which took place at
Twickenham Rugby Stadium, saw1,132
people scaling down the side of the
stadium within the 12-hour limit to beat
the previous record by 43 people.
Lisa and Joanne raised £213 for
Cancer Research UK, with the total
from the day reaching an amazing
£170,000!

continued from page 26

KEMPSTON received a plaque
from its mayor in recognition of the
store's contribution to the community
by providing space for town council
surgeries. And STRAND ROAD in
Northern Ireland raised £1,906 for the
Foyle Hospice with customers
donating £1 for a pot of shamrock.
WtNTERSTOKE ROAD presented
Ashton Park School with a cheque for
£3,000 to support its work in
becoming a specialist sports college.
Thanks go to those stores which
sent in their Pictures For Schools
presentations, including REDHILL,
KEIGHLEY, HAYES, BURNLEY and
STOCKTON SAVACENTRE.
Don Neal, night shift
replenishment at MARSHALL
LAKE, outsold Jamie Oliver when his
book, Gur\sAn6Bugles, was launched
at Shrewsbury Castle. The book was
inspired by his father's wartime
efforts and tells the tale of the King's
Shropshire Light Infantry. Pat Hughes
from HAYES finally married
customer Frank Boylin, who had been
shopping at her till for one year before
popping the question!
And, thanks to veteran Mrs B
Porter for her photo of granddaughter Mollie reading the journal
and LETCHWORTH's photo of
produce assistant John Littlewood's
multi-award-winning garden.
Well done to Brian Hopkins, coffee
shop assistant at NEWTON ABBOT,
who was one of only four people from
the West Country to be selected as a
linesman for the Wimbledon Tennis
Championships!
One last mention - don't forget
the annual GRAHAM FITCH
MEMORIAL GOLF DAY, to be held a r
Whitehills in Hertfordshire on 11
September. Graham, a store manager
on the Eastern area, died in 1992. For
£60 you get two rounds of golf, lunch
and evening meal with wine and
fantastic prizes. To play call Mark
Winzer at Enfield store on 020 8805
5209, or e-mail
0444d2@sainsburys.co.uk.

delivering great service

Focusing on great service
isvitaltoSainsbury's,so
Lynne Gunner, Clare
Taylor and Maureen
Barron have just been
appointed zone
champions to share their
expert service knowledge.
Meet them here.

what does the new role entail?
Lynne: We're here to make sure that
Delivering Great Service stays alive in
stores.
Clare: We'll be working with retail
operations directors and regional
business managers to improve
results in the mystery customer
measure and customer satisfaction
index.
Maureen: We'll be ensuring great
service is consistent across the
business and that Delivering Great
Service processes, tools and
techniques really become part of
everyday life.
how will it make a difference?
Maureen: We'll be working
strategically with regional business
managers to ensure that delivering
great service is business as usual.

Clare: We'll be
focusing on stores with the biggest
opportunities.
l^i
^-^/^KLynne: RBMs need • U ^ ;
Mh^
to see the business ^*%i^^K#wv'
benefits of Delivering Great Service.
It should be as important as sales in
measuring success.
what are your qualifications?
Maureen: I have 20 years' service
and I was a district customer service
trainer and checkout manager based
in the Sunderland store. I won the
prestigious national Customer
Service Manager of the Year award
two years ago. Since then I have been
working on the Delivering Great
Service programme.
Lynne: I was a duty manager for nine
years and a member of the original
team often full-time Delivering Great
Service supporters. We worked in
each store for three weeks, teaching
and coaching newtoolsand
technigues.
Clare: I have worked in a number of

-p pIP' -.m stores during my ten years with the

company and I was checkout
manager at the last two. I have
worked on the Delivering Great
Service programme since it started.
Most recently I have worked on
implementing the service promise
training and the great service way.

TOF
-EE...
lef) to right)
ureen Barron,
e Taylor and
' Gunner

pick of the bunch
Tracey Banks from West Park Farm in
Folkestone is jetting off on the
holiday of a lifetime with £1,000 of
holiday vouchers from Sainsbury's.
Tracey was one of 61,000 people to
send in her feedback on the Great
Service Way exhibition - and hers was
the lucky winning entry picked out of
a hat by Alan McKenna (above).

strengths - so we can learn from
eachotherallthetime.
Maureen: To have regular team
meetings and offer help and
support when required.
Clare: Keeping in regular touch
ensures the Delivering Great
Service message is consistent
throughout the business.

{

what do you hope to have
achieved 12 months on?
Maureen: I want to have made an
encouraging impact on Delivering
Great Service which will, in turn,
strengthen the business and give
better service to customers.
how do you feel about the job?
Lynne: The role is new, so we've got a Clare: In a year's time, great service
will be business as usual and
blank piece of paper. It's so exciting.
Clare: The business needs this role to nobody will need to be reminded of
it. Service will be as important a
keep the momentum going.
measure of success as sales is now.
Maureen: We'll be able to ensure
Lynne: I want recognition for
consistency among a wide group of
colleagues when they deliver great
colleagues in the understanding of
service. We've been dealing with a
the strategic and operational aims of
lot of theory in the past 18 months.
Delivering Great Service.
Now it's time to unleash the
potential in colleagues - and I want
»—•• do you support each other?
to be part of that.
e: We all have different

next issue out in September
To contribute to a future issue call 0207282 8057, or see the e-mail, fax and nnail details on page 2.
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a taste for
Three off licence
managers
celebrated their
Taste for Wine
success in style
withavisittothe
Channpagne
region in France.
It was Champagne and caviar all
the way for the phase three
winners of Taste for Wine's
incentive scheme when they visited
the world's most famous wine
region in France at the end of May.
The scheme-introduced to
incentivise colleagues to promote
Taste for Wine and boost sales runs in the 200 stores that
currently stock the otter.
So, off licence managers Roger
Griffiths from Shorehead in
Huddersfield, Paul Green from
Greenwich, and London Colney's
Lee Ibbotson found themselves
visiting three wine houses in the
Champagne region, just north-east
of Paris. Their two-day trip took in
the houses of Veuve Clicquot, Krug
and Canard Duchene, where they
learned the history of Champagne,
went on cellar tours and tasted the
base wines used in the production
of different Champagnes. They
were also treated to a magnificent
dinner where they tasted various
Champagnes which were matched
to different courses of the meal.
At Canard Duchene, Roger even
had the opportunity to open a
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bottle of Champagne the
traditional way - with a sabre!
The three were unanimous in
their praise of the trip. Says Paul:
"I can't describe how well we were
treated by the three wine houses.
It was absolutely fantastic!
"The trip was a wonderful
education for me. The knowledge I
gained of Champagne is probably
of diploma level."
And Lee agrees: "Though I have
sound knowledge in wines and
Champagnes, the cellar tours we
went on were a real eye-opener t
went on a big learning curve as to
which Champagne should be
served with each course."
Stores are tiered into eight
groups based on sales and the one
in each group that increases its
sales of fdste for Wine most during
each phase - which can run from 12
to 16 weeks - receives a free case of
wine. In addition, the top store in
each of the three zones wins a trip
to one of the world's leading wine
regions.
Champagne was the first trip,
but it's certainly not the last. It was
followed by a trip to the Rioja

region in Spain and the current
phase, which includes three sixboxes and two 12-boxes and ends on
24 September, is offering the
winners the chance to win a ten-day
tripto Australia!

WINE WINNERS...
Top-Leelbbotson
(left) and Paul
Greenlearn more
in the cellar, before
joining Roger
Griffiths (middle
riqht) in the
sampling room.

the competitionand give
customers what
they wanted,
which was an
individual, on

site, with

off licence manager
role a success
The Taste for Wine prize trips are an
incentive that all stores offering
the proposition can win. The fact
that Roger, Paul and Lee are all off
licence managers simply proves
how well that role is working. At
present there are 60 off licence
managers in place from Plymouth
to Tunbridge Wells, and Belfast to
Aberdeen.
Off licence managers were
introduced into stores in February
2001. Director of wine Allan
Cheesman explains why: "We
needed to set ourselves apart from

I

authoritative
\
knowledge on the '
productsand
subject matter."
The managers
have been placed in
stores where the
demographics fit. Allot
them have passed the
industry-leading Wines
And Spirits Education
Trust (WSET) examinations
andinvariablyhavethe
HigherWSETorthe Diploma.
The off licence managers
promote wines and spirits within
the locality, and have already

"The Taste for Wine prize trips
are an incentive that all stores
offering the proposition can win"

top tips
If you want the chance to
win a fasfe for W'lnetnp,
follow some of these tips
from the Champagne
winners.

f

what is Taste
for Wine?
Taste for Wine is a unique direct-toconsumer wine proposition giving
customers the chance to buy a mix
of guality wines from both
Sainsbury's and Oddbins. The offer
is available via on-line, mailorder
and in-store pre-mixed cases.
It was launched in February 2001
and is now available in 200 stores.
Says director of wine Allan
Cheesman: "Taste for Wine is now
100 per cent owned by Sainsbury's
and integrated into our direct
marketing business.TheOddbins
name is licensed for our use and
we have access to its range. This
gives us a superb opportunity to
offer first-class wine selections to
our customers via in-store,
Sainsbury's to You and home
delivery."
The range consists of premium
wines in the £4-plus sector sold by
the case and includes new and
exclusive wines from around the
world.
To create a rolling offer and
generate more interest in Taste for
Wine, the range also changes after
each phase.
Customers can placeanordervia
the Taste for Wine call centre on
0800 917 4092 and have it delivered
to their door There is also an on-line
ordering facility via
www.sainsburystoyou.co.uk.

conducted
nearlyTOwine
fairs, tastings
and
presentations to
morethan6,500
customers.
Says Allan:
"Clearly, off
.'
licence managers
have moved the
beers, wines and
spirits business on
to a different level,
and created superb
customer service.
"We've had a raft of
very positive letters from
groups we've presented to
- from the BBC newsroom
to Harrogate Wine Guild!"
He concludes: "Both
the Taste for Wine and off
licence manager projects have
proved hugely popular with
customers and our mystery
shopper scores are tremendous.
Stores that have got behind Taste
for Wine have seen spectacular
uplifts in sales, and those with off
licence managers, even more so."

Lee Ibbotson, London Colney
"It's not just about having one or
two colleagues with the relevant
knowledge. When I got back from
the Champagne trip t shared what
I'd learned with key colleagues.
"Approach customers who are
buying six or seven bottles of wine
and point out the savings on Taste
for Wine cases. They often buy
them in addition to the bottles
they've already chosen.

V

for and the traditions of each
product with the customer, then
it's easierto sell them.
"Make your displays big, bold
and in-your-face. If customers
see the savings, they'll buy it. Get
your product out and create
second location capacity, but keep
a close eye on it and let stock run
down as you near the end of each
phase."

Paul Green, Greenwich
"I'd say the main thing you have
to have is a passion for the
product, tf you don't understand
the wine then you're not going to
sell it. So taste them yourself and
know how to talk about them to
customers.
"The off licence managers keep
in contact regularly and this open
communication is fantastic."

Roger Griffiths, Shorehead,
Huddersfield
"You need to be flamboyant with
your customer tastings. If a
customer looks like they might be
interested in buying a case, then I'm
quite happy to open a bottle there
and then for them to taste.
"You also need to take your
product to the customer. You've got
to maximise secondary siting
opportunities - we have several
displays around the store."
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placing
The Family Value
campaign, which
kicked off on
24 July, gives
customers more
thantheyexpect
fortheir money.
Sainsbury's is strongly associated
with quality-it's what the brand is
best known for - but also has to
ensure that customers know it's
competitiveon pricetoo.
This summer, a massive eightweek campaign promotes Family
Value. The promotion aims to attract
more family shoppers by featuring
price cuts and promotions on a
range of Sainsbury's and
branded products, and a relaunched Low Price range
(see below), while still

offering the quality customers
demand.
Sainsbury's is confident that by
targeting the products which matter
to families-theessential purchases
for a weekly shop - its approach will
result in a successful campaign.
Prices have been cut on at least
4,000 products, including key family
lines. Gabrielle Stevens, brand
manager for Family Value, explains:
"Customers on a budget tend to
judge the value of a retailer on the
total expense of their shopping,
ratherthan comparing the prices of

on families
individual items - so we have cut
prices across a whole range of
products, not just in one area.
"This means more customers will
see the benefits of the promotion."
Therearealsomorethan150Buy
One Get One Free promotions every
week. The latter have proved to be
particularly popular with families,
who often buy products in bulk especially soft drinks, snacks, frozen
foods and confectionery.
Continuing the emphasis on
family shopping are three other
elements - Back to School products,
the Perform + Protect range of nonfood products and 25 new lines in
the Blue Parrot Cafe range.
This is the first year Sainsbury's
has fully supported Back to School,
which features In 428 stores,
ranging from 4ft to 60ft of
dedicated space, depending on

"We need to give more emphasis
to the value message to reach
customers who are on a budget"

rz^
low down on low price
Sainsbury's Economy brand was re-launched in July, with a new nanne
and a new look. Now called Low Price, the brand has been repackaged in
a bold red and white livery - colours traditionally associated with value.
Says Helen Lamb, Low Price brand manager: "The new name
communicates a value-for-money range, but this is not at the expense
of Sainsbury's product integrity.
"We know that a wide variety of customers buy into the range. These
are canny shoppers who want to get the best value out of Sainsbury's,
and are not simply people who are watching the pennies.
"It's really important that we have a complete offer to meet the
reguirements of all our customers on all occasions. Low Price plays a
vital role in offering customers the choice to buy a lowest-priced
alternative, across a wide range of everyday family basics," says Helen.
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format Under the strapline "School's
Sorted at Sainsbury's", Adams
children's clothes areavailable in 410
stores, with the Jeff & Co range for
older children in 252 stores. There are
also trainers, rucksacks and
lunchboxes, as well as four different
stationery ranges.
Parents start planning for the new
school year early, so the event went
live in Scottish stores on 10 July, with
England and Northern Ireland
following on24JulvPerform + Protect is a new ownbrand range of more than 100 nonfood lines aimed at families. It offers
outstanding performance, with
added protection for the family and
home. Perform + Protect brings
together several well-known
Sainsbury's ranges under one
umbrella, including Microban and
Performers nappies from household.

and Skin Clear and Wash &
Shine from health and
beauty. The range arrived in
stores in late July, with the
"save-a-third" promotion
fully under way by
4 September.
Finally,thehighly
successfulhealthier kids'
• ange 6/ue Parrot Ca^e has
:leen extended with 25 new
•• nesbeinglaunchedncludinglunchbox items
such as Jumbo Raisins and
Banana S Chocolate Crispy
Bars, to tie-in with the Back
to School promotion.

Family Value is backed by an
extensive advertising campaign on
TV, radio, posters and in the press. A
bi-weekly door-drop of leaflets
featuring key offers will also be used.
The TV campaign includes a new
Jamie Oliver spot, where he is
challenged to make a delicious meal
from items bought on a budget.
"Making Jamie part of this
campaign is an effective way of
bringing togetherthe value and
quality messages," says Gabrielle.
"Sainsbury's is well known for
quality, and Jamie is very closely
identified with that, but we need to
give moreemphasis to the value
message to reach customers who
are on a budget and might think
Sainsbury's doesn't cater for them.
"The fact that we're running an
eight-week campaign Is unusual and
highlights how important it is for
Sainsbury's to push the value
message - the briefing pack and PCS
material sent to stores are designed
to help colleagues give the'
campaign the right support-and
make it a real success."

avacentres to
put families first
A new Savacentre format will be triailed at
six sites as part of Sainsbury's strategy to
attract family shoppers. The first store - at
Northf ield in Birmingham - opened in May,
with Wigan following this month.
Emphasis is on value while retaining the
quality and service for which Sainsbury's
is known. Stores will vary in size from
31,000sq ft to 70,000sq ft, and stock a
more basic, good food range offering value,
plus popular non-food items aimed at
families.
Part of Northf ield Savacentre's remit is
to grow links with the local community and
the store has already done work with
nearby schools and Guide groups.
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have some fun

take a tri
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wordsearch

anfl win!
Sainsbury's has launched two new great-tasting additions to
the Blue Parrot Cafe breakfast cereal range. To celebrate, the
yourna/is giving you the chance to win one of four kids'bikes,
complete with helmet, lights and reflectors!
Youngsters will lovethechocolatey rice and banana
pieces in Choconanas and the delicious taste of crunchy
Caramel Flakes. Sainsbury's stores will be supporting the
6/ue Parrot Cafe range until September with plenty of activities, including sampling and couponing. So, these brands are
bound to be a big success in the cereal aisle!
For a chance to win one of these fantastic prizes, simply
answer the question below:

Can you identify the family
relationships?
1. EdwardtoJohnFKennedy
2. BridgettoJaneFonda
3. LizaMinnellitoJudy
Garland
4. Prince Edward to Prince
William
5. ShirleyMacLainetoWarren
Beatty
6. LarryHagmantoMary
Martin
7. PrinceCharlestoPrincess
Margaret
8. MartytoKimWilde
9. Lynn RedgravetoNatasha
Richardson
10. TippiHedrentoMelanie
Griffiths

1

Blue Parrot Cafe cereals

Name the two new breakfast cereals being launched as
part of the B/ueParrof Cafe range?
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name:
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quick crossword
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entry form:
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with Cecil
Caffrey's
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1

1

address:

work location:

=

contact tel no:
Entries to: Competitions, the journal, J Sainsbury pic, 33 Holborn,
London, EON 2HT, to arrive no later than 9 September. Entrants
must work for or be retired from the Sainsbury Group. Only one entry
per person. Photocopies are acceptable. See entry conditions on
page 2.

' -

1.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
15.
17.
18.
19.
21.

Loving (12)
Abate (3,2)
144(5)
Equip (3)
Life (9)
Shrewd (6)
Wail(6)
Story (9)
Dine (3)
Darkness(5)
JournaK5)
Intrepidity (12)

L o t t o HotPicks'"is an e x c i t i n g n e w w a y t o play a n d w i n o n t h e L o t t o ^ d r a w . W i n
b i g p r i z e s by p i c k i n g a n d nnatchlng f e w e r n u m b e r s .
Sainsbury's colleagues ttie
kend theatre breaks in
London on 4 October 2002. The prize includes an overnight stay in a top London hotel,
dinner and theatre tickets to see Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.
To enter, simply answer the questions below and send your entry on a postcard with your name,
home address, store and telephone number to; Competitions, The Journal, J SatnsburypLc,
33 Holborn, Lon "
— - ^
Q1. W h e n w a s Lotto HotPicks launched ?
Q 2 . H o w m a n y n u m b e r s m u s t y o u p i c k a n d m a t c h t o w i n £450?
Q3.Howmuchdoyouwinlfyoupick2andmatch2?
The d r a w w i l l b e m a d e after the closing d a t e o n 4 S e p t e m b e r , 2 0 0 2 .

DOWN
1. Proper 02)
2. Sever(3)
3. Mar (6)
4. Bargain (9)
5. Prickle (5)
6. Showy (12)
7. Gentle (5)
10. Remover (9)
13. Foe(5)
14. Centre (6)
16. Rascal (5)
^^
20. ldiot(3)
^ ^ ^

If you're qoing to drink an a)e
this summer, make sure it's
Caffrey's...
Why? Because Caffrey's is \
served at six deg C, two or
three degrees cooler than other
ales, which are brewed to be
J
drunk at eight or nine deg C.
J
Caffrey's is specially brewed so J,^
its full flavours come through at
this temperature - which makes
Caffrey's the perfect summer ,
ale!
And now t/ie journaf has
teamed up with Caffrey's to
offer you the chance to win a
trip to Iceland's capital,
Reykjavik. The prize consists
ofatripfortwopeopiestayinq
three nights in a three-star
hotel.
Simply answer the
question below and send the
form in to the journal.

|
|
I
j
i

^
/,
I

Terms and condltlMis
x
1 EnttanismustbeaqecllSorover,
2.Thi6o(ferisopenloSa(nsbLiry'£emploveesonlv.
——•
3. Offer closes on9 September andall entry forms receiveO by
then will be entered jnlothedraw.
4. Entries must be madeon this official eof ry form only. Multiple entries or entfies
mat fiavebeenamended.copietl.ordetaced. will bedeemed invalid.
5. No responsibility can be acceptedfor entries lost, delayed or damaged in the post.
6. There is one trip to Revl<jsvik for I wo people, mc kiding return flights from a specified UK
airport and thfeenights'accommodationin a three-star or equivalent premises subject to
availability anO encludinq bank holidays. The trip must be taken iwfore 30 Apr if 2003.
(Offerdoes not includetravel arrangements toandfrorrj airports, travel insuranceor
airport tan.)
7. Ttiedraw will be made in the presence of an independent person, from all the received and
valid SamsOury'softicial entry forms. Winners will be notified withm 28 days of Itie draw date.
8. Ttie winner of the prize will be the first entrydrawnat random from all correct entries
received.
9. For the winner's name, send an SAt to Cooler Caffrey's/Sa ins bury's Competition, Coors
Brewers ltd. 328 Wetmore Road, Burt on-on-Trent, Staffordshire, DEi4 ISP, after 9 September
lO.The promoter's decision isfinal in all mattersand no cash alter native to thestatedprizeis
available.
'Promoter:Coors Brewers Ltd, 328 Wetmore Road, Burton-on Trent, Staffordshire DEMISP.
It IS an offence to sell alcotiol to anyone under the age of 18.

entry form: Caffrey's

trip to Reykjavik

At wtiat temperature is
Caffrey's best served?

April competition winners

entry form: wordsearch & crossword

Winning the £25 crossword is Caroline Duncan, at Holborn business centre.

Please attach your completed crossword and/or wordsearch to this form

For a list of winners in the rest ot the competitions featured in ttie April issue,
please send an SAE to the journal at the address on page 2.

name:

^

.
( address:

address:

solutions to June wordsearch
lG[!i!]AlBlLlBlOl^A]M{
D E C A D Em I H Y

M

I N U T

ECINB

A _C E N T U R Y
,W!KiS DEIM

I.
i- Hour
Hour
2. Month
3. Decade
4. Week
5. SeconO
6. Millennium
7. Century
8. Day
9. Year
10. Minute

3 p ( | CrOSSWOrcl
Across: 4 Captive: 6 Annual;
9 Alfable: 10 Choice; 11 Untrue;
12 Resolute: 18 Retrieve;
20 Gemini: 21 Claims; 22 Deposit;
23 Etcher; 24 Message.
Down:1 Mascara; 2 Endorse;
3 Rascal: 5 Affluent; 5 Trails;
7 ValOur;13 Uprising; 14 Delight; 15
Dessert: 16 Serene; 17 Pilots; 19
Relate.

work location:,
contact tel no:.

work location:
contact tel no:
Entries to: Competitions, thejournal, J Sainsbury pic, 33 Holborn, London ECIN 2HT, to arrive no later
than 9 September. Entrants must work for or be retired from the Sainsbury Group. Only one entry per
person. Photocopies are acceptable. One entry will be drawn from the hat for the crossword and one for the
wordsearch. See entry conditions on page 2.

>^«^
The Lotto HoCPlcks Games are subjtcttoMwIliiUitefn Una Games and the Lotto Ho tPicks Games Procedufes-«)Camelot croup pic glWZ.
There areS prizes where eacti winner will fecciwea weekend theatre break for two in London. The prize includes ar>ovefoi9h[:stayLna London
hoteL pre-theatre dinner and theatre tickets for Chitty Chitcy Bang Bang on 4 October 2002. The draw will be made after the closing date on 4
September 2002. Winners will be notified by 14 September 2002. for a fullset of terms andeondif ions please varitetoPaulaMitchelLCamelot
Croup pic,Tolpits Lane, Watford, wmSRN. 5 entries will be drawn from all valid andcorrect en triesreceived. An independent observer will supervise Chedraw.You do notneedtoplay Lotto HotPicks toenter.

siqnature<l am over 18):
Entries to: Competitions, the journal. J Sainsbury pic, 33 Holborn, London
ECIN 2HT, to arrive no later than 9 September. Entrants must work for or be
retired from the Sainsbury Group. Only one entry per person. Photocopies
are acceptable. See entry conditions on page 2.
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down your way

skate idea
MACCLESFIELD HAS donated £1,500
towards the refurbishment of a
skateboarding area in a local park, giving
youngsters the chance to enjoy their
sport in safer surroundings.
Following customer complaints that
skateboarders were using the store car
park to practise on, Macclesfield got
together with the borough council to
resolve the issue. Each agreed to donate
£1,500 towards the refurbishment, while
the skateboarders helped by raising
£1,000 through customer bag packs instore.
Work has now started on the
skateboarding area in West Park.

theiourna/is unable to
include all the latest stories
from stores due to ttie huge
number of submissions. But
rattier than send them all
back without a mention,
here's a brief run-down of
what's been happening
across the country.
BRADFORD presented a television to
the children's ward at Bradford Royal
Infirmary, while TAPLOW donated
£600 each to the Thames Valley
Adventure Playground, the Taplow
Traffic Charity Trust and the Cat
Lovers' Animal Welfare Society
(CLAWS) thanks to its penny back
scheme.
Then there's KEIGHLEY's Peter
Roberts, who has won a bag full of
prizes since he started comping in
1999. A bag pack and money from its
penny back scheme helped WHITLEY
BAY give £763 to The Yellow Brick
Road charity, which works to improve
the health of children in the North
East. Meanwhile, several female
colleagues at WEST PARK FARM are
taking part in a weekly weight watch
which has seen them raise more than
£114 for the Pilgrims Hospice.
FOSSE PARK held a Taste the
Difference sampling session in the
staff restaurant, which helped
colleagues gain valuable product
knowledge, and Sainsbury's Bank at
HEDGE END ran a competition to
raise the profile of its pet insurance.
Another event at Hedge End involved
the collection of 17 trolleys of goods
forthe Hope And Aid Direct charitywhich collects long-life products for
distribution in Kosovo.
THORLEY held an Easter egg
hunt for children aged 16 and under
and awarded a mountain bike to the
winner. A week of fundraising among
colleagues and customers at CALCOT
SAVACENTRE saw the store raise
£2,500, which will pay for the
breeding of a guide dog puppy.
I I W
Meanwhile, pharmacy assistant
Cheryl Casey at SWANSEA used her
recently acguired first aid skills to
save the life of a two-year-old boy who
was choking on a plum stone. The
mayor of Redbridge chose SOUTH
WOODFORD as the venue to host a
trolley dash, which raised £1,200 for
the Multiple Sclerosis Society.
continued on page 27
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celebrating
sales

SKATES AWAY...
Duty manager Gill
Heme and local
skateboarders give
the thumbs-up to
the refurbishment.

BALHAMHILLLocalcracked
open the bubbly after breaking
the £100,000 sales barrier at the
end of periodl. And joining in the
celebrations are: (top, I to r) Alex
Mcllravey, Sudath Perera, Kausik
Veldurthy, Sim Naiser, Abdul
Hassan and Marcia Constantine.
(Front, I to r) Davine Mason, store
manager Jon Cookson and
Zelatu Smythe.

old neighbours reunited
DULWICH DELIGHT... Dulwich took the
best-dressed title at the SSA Company
Quiz Final.

DIANE BARNES at Coldhams Lane had no idea she'd be putting her mother back in
touch with an old neighbour when she escorted a customer in a wheelchair around
the store.
The customer turned out to be Inge Woods, who still lived in the house she had
bought off Diane's parents almost 50 years ago. Diane's family moved a couple of
streets away and remained good friends with Inge until they left Cambridge some
years later, and lost touch.
Diane's mum Flo and sister Gill then organised a holiday to Suffolk and popped
into Cambridge for a day. On hearing the story, duty manager Keith Holmes
arranged for store concierge Ted Tabor to take them to Inge's home, where they
rekindled old friendships.

APOLOGIES FORthe SSA
Company Quiz Final article In
the Mayyourna/which
incorrectly reported that Rhyl
had won the best-dressed team
prize. It was actually Dulwich
which won this coveted prize and here's a picture of their
winning outfits.

TOGETHER AGAIN...
Inge (left) and Flo are
reunited after nearly
50 years.
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all in the
family
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FOSSE PARK made sure 70 children had full tummies
during their camping trip to the Peak District by
donating enough food to see them through a whole
week.
The children, from three local schools, were
carrying out their Duke of Edinburgh Awards duties
and the camping trip was to instil confidence and
team-buiiding skills.
Gail Rogers, charity organiser at Fosse Park is
pictured presenting the food to the children and John
Lorenzelii, team leader from Skill Force.

FULL OF FOOD...
The children are
delighted to
receive their food
from Gait.

STREET TOOK the national Take Our
daughters To Work initiative to heart
md sent in this photo of all those
idughterswhowantedto see what
neir mothers got up to in the store.
Pictured are: (I to r) Connie
•rowse with daughter Michelle, Sue
' ns with daughter Alice, Michelle
sms with daughter Caroline, and
personnel assistant Colleen Hinde.
HAPPY FAMILIES...
street's mothers and daughters.

Redhill pair

^

continued from page 26

KEMPSTON received a plaque
from its mayor in recognition of the
store's contribution to the community
by providing space for town council
surgeries. And STRAND ROAD in
Northern Ireland raised £1,906 for the
Foyle Hospice with customers
donating £1 for a pot of shamrock.
WINTERSTOKE ROAD presented
Ashton Park School with a cheque for
£3.000 to support its work in
becoming a specialist sports college.
Thanks go to those stores which
sent in their Pictures For Schools
presentations, including REDHILL,
KEIGHLEY, HAYES, BURNLEYand
STOCKTON SAVACENTRE.
Don Neal, night shift
replenishment at MARSHALL
LAKE, outsold Jamie Oliver when his
book. Guns And Bugles, was launched
at Shrewsbury Castle. The book was
inspired by his father's wartime
efforts and tells the tale of the King's
Shropshire Light Infantry. Pat Hughes
from HAYES finally married
customer Frank Boylin. who had been
shopping at her till for one year before
popping the question!
And, thanks to veteran Mrs B
Porter for her photo of granddaughter Mollie reading the journal
and LETCHWORTH's photo of
produce assistant John Littlewood's
multi-award-winning garden.
Well done to Brian Hopkins, coffee
shop assistant at NEWTON ABBOT,
who was one of only four people from
the West Country to be selected as a
linesman for the Wimbledon Tennis
Championships!
One last mention - don't forget
the annual GRAHAM FITCH
MEMORIAL GOLF DAY, to be held at
Whitehills in Hertfordshire on 11
September. Graham, a store manager
on the Eastern area, died in 1992. For
£60 you get two rounds of golf, lunch
and evening meal with wine and
fantastic prizes. To play, call Mark
Winzer at Enfield store on 020 8805
5209, or e-mail
0444d2@sainsburys.co.uk.

break world
record
LISA PETTY and Joanne Bargate from
Redhill store made history when they
helped break the world record for the
number of people abseiling within 12
hours.
The attempt, which took place at
Twickenham Rugby Stadium, saw 1,132
people scaling down the side of the
stadium withinthel2-hour limit to beat
the previous record by 43 people.
Lisa and Joanne raised £213 for
Cancer Research UK, with the total
from the day reaching an amazing
£170.000!
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